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PREFACE

If a µollster stopped ten people on the street in
Champaign, Illinois and asked them to name a famous British
Highland regiment, most would quite likely name the Black
Watch.

Such is the appeal of that colorful and illustrious

regiment to the popular imagination Black Watch and Scottish Highlanders have come to be almost synonomous.

Holly-

wood has done its share by filming countless movies in which
a hard pressed little band of heroes is saved during the final scene either by the United States Cavalry or the Scottish
Highlanders, depending upon whether the setting is east or
west.

.Since the Highlanders are invariably dressed in the

British government tartan (Black Watch), the credit goes to
the Black Watch regiment.
It is well known to students of American history that the
Black Watch played an important part in the French and Indian
War, Pontiac's Rebellion of 1763, and the American Revolution.
What is less well known, however, is that two other Scottish
Highland Regiments served in America during the Frerich and
Indian War whose services were even more distinguished than
those of the Black Watch--F:raser's and lv1ontgomery's Highland
regiments, the Seventy-seventh and Seventy-eighth.

The

Frasers served with great distinction in the battles of
Louisbourg, N.::rntmorency, Quebec., Ste. Foy, and St. John's

ii
while the iv\ontgomerys played the leading role in the expeditions against Fort Duquesne and the Cherokees of South Carolina.
The Niontgornerys and Frasers were two of eleven regiments
raised in the Scottish Highlands between 1756 and 1763 as an
emergency war-time measure.

Both were disbanded as soon as

the war was over and, because they were in existence for such
a short time, no one has w:ritten their regimental histories.
As a result, their achievements have generally been obscured
by those of the Black Watch.

Both the Frasers and the ivlont-

gomerys are mentioned briefly in the general histories of
the British army and in various works on the Scottish clans
arid regiments as the first of the Highland regiments raised
for service in the French and Indian War.

Su ch treatments

are so sketchy as to be almost useless to anyone seeking
specific information on the two regiments.

Another problem

that arises is that most of the better works on the British
regiments, and the Highland regiments in particular, are
either out of print or available only in the larger libraries.
As a result, one must rely heavily upor. secondary works and
sift through a great amount of periodical literature and the
correspondence of the important political and rnili tary figures of the Fre1;ch and Indian War to find the desired information.
Aside from the important contributions they made to the
British military victory in America, the Frasers and Montgomerys

iii

are worthy of study because they represented a departure
from long established military and political policies and
were the proto-type of a large number of Scottish Highland
regiments.

This paper traces the military, political and

e coriomi c factors which led to the raising of the first Highland :regiments, how they were .recruited and equipped, their
services during the French and Indian Wax, and how those
services were rewarded.
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Chapter I

During the cloaing years of the seventeenth au,tury a
mighty conflict developed between P.raGce, Spain, and Er~land to deterllline which cou~try would control North .Af.l\erica.

This 'Great Iaperial War' or •second Hundred Years War' be·
gan in 1688 a.nd cor.tinued with interruptions of varying

lengths until the final defeat of Na.,.oleon in 1815.

There

wtn aewn distinct period• of aracl conflict during this
ti.a, the f1%tt fou:r of which wei,e 11\tercolonial aa well as

Jiuropean wara.

SJ,,,ain ••• forced to bow out as a front rank

cor,tender early in th& race and the conflict developed into
a world-wide contest between France and E1igland.

Although the real basis of the struggle was the bitter
coq>eti tion for corit:r:ol of the colonial markets and the sea

lanes leading to them. the eoloniel theaters of war were

lal'gely military backwashes of the European •'world" wars.
William f'itt is said to have boatted at one tirae that "America
was won on the plains of Geruny. nl

Whether or not one ac•

eepts f'itt's assessment, it is true that the first three
intercolonial waxa began in Europe and spread to the colonie&.

at

1Quoted by Lord Mlbon 1n W,a;t,13 fd. J;rm.J.and flAII
London, 1844 • n/. 135.

Ui:racht (4 vols.;

1bf. 1?11'11

But the last and most important of the fou:r wars began as
a trader i ' squabble in the Ohio Valley in 1754 and was not
formally declared in Europe until nearly two years later.

The third of the great Anglo-French wars, called the
Wa.r of the Au$t.rian Succession in Europe and King Geoxge •s
Wa.r in America, was brought to a formal conclusion by a

treaty signed at Aix•la•Chapelle on October 18,. 1748.

It

was a peace of mutual exhaustion and quicld y proved to be
only an uneasy truce du:ring which the antagonists engaged

in a reshuffling of the traditional European alignments
and maneuvered for strategic positions p.rior to the 1nevi•

table resumption of ho$tilities.
The Treaty of Aix-la•Chapelle returned all cohquests

to their f orme:r: owners and the vital issue of comme2:cial
supremacy rested exactly where it had bean at the opening
of hostilities eight years earlier.

Tha treaty failed eith•

er to fix the contested frontier between New Fran(;e and I'48W
England or to determine ownership of the Ohio Valley.

These

questions we:re left for later settlement by a commission
xepresenting the two nations.

No date was set and when the

commission finally met it was in an atmosphere in which
nei the:r party intended to negotiate in good faith. 2

-3-

Subsequent to the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle the British
Cabinet heeded the demands of the taxpayers and quickly reduced the military establishment.

The English people had a

long tradition of opposition to large standing armies dating

back to the days of Oliver Cromwell and 1 arliament controlled
the ndlitary through the power of the purse.

As a result,

the a.rmy was reduced to 18,000 men scattered in various garrisons in Ireland, Scotland, Englar:d, Minor ca, Gibraltar and
tJova Scotia.

The larger part of the troops were permanent! y

stationed in Ireland and Scotland where they were etq:)loyed
as police.

The ar1ny's effectiveness was reduced by the prac-

tice of recruiting large numbers of Scots and Irish into the
British xegiments.3

The austerity policy also had an adverse effect upon the

British fleet.

The official returns continued to list two

hundred ships, but neglect and rni.smanagement quickly reduced

their affectiveness.4
France. too II limited her military forces after the Treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle, but he.r position as the greatest Euro~ean poi.1t·(u.· made it necessary to maintain a large army along

3f:rancis Paxknum,
1965), 180.

iMPt<;alm JW.d. Wolfe, Part

One, (New York,

4 In

May of 1756 the British fleet was in such bad concli ..
tion that the government had difficulty finding enough seaworthy vessels to transport reinforcements to Minorca. Ten
ships were fir.ally sent but they we.re rotten and leaky and
dangerous! y undermanned.

WJD .thi. , 11ca

su.. 1.Jj;,;ecbt,

See Lord NK1hon,

nt, 95.

J::U.s:t2:y Qi.. f;ngl,msi
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hex borders.

Ur.like England, France did not permit her reg-

ular army to fall below 100,000 men.

The French fleet con-

sisted of fewer than a hundred ships but a large propoxtion
of them were seaworthy de s1,,i to the govermnent 's 1-reo ccupa-

tior: with land operations and neglect of the maritime services.
Lei ther adversary felt they could afford to maintain large
colonial garrisons and nei the:r was f o:rtunate in leada.rship,

either civil or military.

As a result, they were fai:rly

well matched milita:rily even though the British colonists
numbered about 1,500,000 and the French less than 60,000 .. 5
The Er.gli sh authorities in America did not even see fit
to wait for the bounda.ry commissior. to come into being before they began aggressive action.

Attempts were made to

exact oaths of allegiance from the French inhabitants of

Beaubassin and

st. John, places which were 1n uncontested

French territory.

Bloodshed was narrowly averted when the

Ca1.adian government sent a detachment of troops to St. John

early in 1749 with orders to resist an er,croachments by
armed force. 6
Ir:. February of 1749 the British government granted a

tract of 500,000 acres of land on both sides of the Ohio
River to a group of \·veal thy and influential Vi:rgiriia specu-

lato.rs known as the Ohio Company.
!:hr ax k mar.,
.

m:wtcalm lWd. W2lf1,

Undex the terms of the

I-art I, 161.

ttiustave Lanctot, H;.1t9ry 2.f. <;1naga (4 vols.; Cambridge,

Mass., 1965). III, 86.

-5grant a strong fort we$ to be built in the area for the protection of the expected influx of settlers.

At about the

same time traders and merchants from New York. I)ennsylvania.
and Virginia rushed into the Great Lakes region and built

posts in the upper Ohio Valley.

All of these •ctivities

were contrary to treaty terms and the Canadian governor :responded by sending out an expedition of 230 soldiers to reaf•

firm French claims to the disputed territory.
The French already had a chain of military posts and

forts :reaching from New Orleans to the Great Lakes and eastward to Acadia which gave them control of the trade in the
.-.ti.ssissippi and st. Lawrence Valley•. but they also needed

the Ohio Valley arid what is now western Pennsylvania and
New Yo:r:k.

By conetructing new posts in the region they were

able to tighten their control gradually to the point where
British trade was in danger of being excluded. 7
The combined commercial and military activities of the
Canadian government caused increasing dissatiaf action and uneasiness in the Br! tish colonies,. especially among the mer-

chants of Virginia.

On

October 31. 1753. Lieutenant-Governor

Robert Dinwiddie of Virginia sent Geo:rge Washington to the

French post at Fort-aux.. Boeufs with a letter of Protest.
7Referring to the map at the beginrdng of chapter, it is
easy to see why the British colonists believed that they were
being deliberately encircled by the French. See Max Savelle.
"Diplomatic Preliminaries of the Seven Years War in America. 11
&11nld~1n Hi§.t.gric11 BIY:i.lW, XL,. l~o. 2 (March, 1959),. 21-57.

-6Dinwiddie claimed the Ohio region as an English dependency

on the basis of certain Itidian treaties and respectfully re-

quested that the French evacuate their posts.

The French

regarded the mission as a spying expedition and the comman-

dant. Sieur La Gardeu.r de St. Pierre,, :refused to coJ11)ly with

the request.

Instead, he courteously informed Washington that

he "recognized no rights but those of France and would maintain them in their entirety. n8 In March of the following

year Oir;widdie sent Captain William Trent with a work. party
under the protection of a small detachment of Virginia militia to secu:re the junction of the Alleghany and Monongahela
Rivera with a fortified post.

French patrols reported the&e

activities and a French force was quickly dispatched to eject
them.

U1,,on the Virginians' departure the Frenc:h took over

the uncoq,leted work and erected a fort which they named

Duquesne. in honor of the governor of Canada.
While the French were engaged in e,cpelling CaJ.,tain Trent
and his little fo.ree from their new post. Washington was on
his way with :reinforcements.

Upon hearing of the French

coup he determined to retaliate by ambuehing a force of thirty
Canadians who were operating in the area.

Together with a

bend of Mingo I11dians, the 120 Virgini~ms surrounded the un•

suspecting French and fired upon them without warning.

the

8Larictot. W,1tQ;c;y S2f. ,1uad,1, III, 86. The British derived
their claim from an early Iroquois conguest of the tribes in
the region. Since the Iroquois acknowledged the King of England as theix "father 0 it followed, at least to the British,,
that the entire disputed area should be under British control.

officer in commar.d 1 Er,sign Coulon de Jumonville, and ten
other Frenchmen were killed in the first volley.
vivors were taken prisoner.

The su:r•

1:l•ted by his easy victory,

Washington wrote in his .1ou.rnal soon after the event;

HI

heard the bullets whistle and believe me, thexe is something
charming in the sourid. n9

The Canadiar, can{,) was quickly plundered, the dead scalped
and the prisoners herded toward the safety of Virginia.

Well

aware that the French would retaliate Washington ca.arched south•
ward in constant fear of attack.
News of the ambush end rimrder of Ensign Jumonville and

his party was received by the French with deep 1ndigr,at.1on.

Governor Duquesne was especially outraged and declared the
11

ur,provoked attack could only be washed out in blood. u

Ca1.-

t&in Coulon de Villiers, a brother of the dead Jumonville,
was given cownand of a ptmitive expedition of 600 Car.adians

and Indiaris which was ordered to march from fort .Duquesne
ir, pursuit of Washingtor: and his Virginians..

The Canadians

;

overtook Washingtor, on July 3 at Fort Necessity, a hastily

erected log breastwork,, and forced him to surr&nder afte~ a
teri hour siege.

The Virginians lost eighty 1nen, killed and

----------- ____________

___ ___

wounded, while the F.rench had only two kill•d and seventy-four
,

._,
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wounded.

Washington was permitted to evacuate Fort Neces-

sity with the honors of war and the next day (July S) the

Virginians.,

11

haunted with terxor of the savage$.," decamped

so fast they left behind their battle flag$ and much of

their equipment.

Under the terms of surrender Washington

engaged to returr. the pri sone:r:s of Jumonville' s .,arty and
left two of his captains as hostages until the conditions

could be carried out.lo
The immediate result of Washington's defeat was to remove the last pxotection of the British settlements west of

the Alleghany lwk>untains.

It al so marked the nadir of B:ri tish

prestige and influence among the western Indiana and caused
even the Iroquois to have &etond thoughts regarding their
traditional loyalty to the British.

The French were quick

to eaI-,i talize on their victory and for once they secured the
allegiance of all of the western tribes as well as the temporary neutral! ty of the powerful Iroquois confederacy.

Border

warfare which had been going on intermittently despite the
offiei_al peace quickly flared up, the new British settle-

ments in the Ohio region were abandoned, and the inhabitants

forced to flee to the protection of the older settlements.ll
News of the cayi tulation of Washington at Fort Necessity

was a severe blow to Great Bri tair, but the count.ry wat in no

Ji-OSition to declare war against Prance.

Or1 October 10. 17!>4,

lOLanctot. H11tg,ry .Qf. kiU.IAI• IV., 85-88.

llFarkrnan. Montcalm .Ind Wolfe, Part One, 180.

the Duke of Newcastle,, the chief minietex of George II,,

wrote to the Earl of Albemarle, the British Amba&s4dor in
Faris, that "war is, I hope, the furthest thing from our

thoughts. n12

This letter was in response to the tense

situation caused ~Y the Frei,ch discovery of British inten-

tions of secretly reinforcing the colonial garrisons.
Abemaxle was instructed to represent the mili ta.ry measures
being taken as purely defensive and to do all he could to
preserve the peace.

England needed time to rais• her forces

to e war footing and the policy of th• ministry continued
to be one of encouragement of ndli ta.ry activity by the colon-

ists supported by covert assistance from England.

hei ther

Frar;ee nor Great Britain could afford to be regarded as the
official aggressor because they could not fight without EuroJ:.,&81\

allies and their mutual assistance treaties were all of

a defensive nature.
At the outbreak of hostilities there were three under..
strength Bri tiih .regiments, seven independent companies,

and a few detachments of Royal Artillery in North America.
The three regiments were the permanent garrison of Nova Scotia
ar,d the seven companies we:re stationed at poets in Hew York
and South Carolina.

Several of the units had been in America

for more than forty years and were composed largely of colonist$.

12Julian ~:. Corbett, ,rslan.d i.u !hi.
(2 vols.; Lor.don, 1907), I. 10.

sexrw 'lua;r.s .WU:
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As the conflict grew, it became obvious that more troops
would be needed and large scale recruiting began.

The small•

ness of the British military appropriatior: for 1755, as well
as the earnest desire of the ministry to avoid a European
wax with France, necessitated raising the bulk of the re-

quired t.roops in America.

It was recognized, however, that colonial forces required a stiffening of British regulars.

The policy which

finally evolved is attributed to the Dukes of Cumbexland
and Newcastle and had the firm support of King George

rr.

It consisted of sending regiments of the Irish establish•

rnent which were on a peace footing of only 310 men, but
which had full cotnpliments of officers, to America where
they were to recruit to full strength.

The two regiments--

the Foxty-fourth and the Forty-eighth--had been stationed
in Ireland for nearly a hundred years and their ranks were
made up la.rgel y of Irish who hated Er.gland ar.d were quick
to desert when given the chance.

They sailed f:rorn Cork in

the middle of January, 1756, under the command of General

Edward Braddock, a stern disciplinarian and protegi of the
Duke of Cumberland.13

Having full knowledge of the British preparations and
aware of their import, the French government dispatched a

counter-expedition of eighteen ships and 3.150 soldiers to

13r arkmari,

h:kmtcaJ.m .i1JSi Wolf&, Part One.

180.

-11-

strengthen the def en$& of New France.

The force consisted

of one battalion from each of six regi.ments••La Reine, Bourgogne, Lei,guedoc, Guier,ne, Artois, and Bearn--the flower of

the Frerich army under Baron Dieskau. 14

The French fleet

left Brest on AF,ril 29 and arrived off Newfoundland on
June 7.

Here they encountered a large British fleet which

succeeded in capturing two of the French ships, the ttAleide 11
aLd the ''Lys," despite the fact that En,1land and France were

still officially at peace.

The greater portion of the force

reached the safety of the St. Lawrence, however.

Ir, :reply

to an official protest from 1 a:ris, the British government

attributed the incident to "a misinterpretation of royal
instructionstt and both sides repeated their assurance of

peaceful intentions.15
On February 20, 1755, General Edward Braddock and his
two regiments landed et Hampton Roads a1id immediately maxch•

ed to Williamsburg, the capital of Virginia.

After creat-

ing an initial good i~ression, Braddock quickly became
involved in disputes with the colonial assemblies over the

difficulties of obtaining men and supplies, so that the departure of the expedition to Fort Duquesne was delayed until
June 10.

The intention of raising the two British regiments

l 4 Harrison Bird, l;lattJ.e
32-35.
1 5Lanctot,

Histo.:y

w. .1. Cgntimw:t

su. S,Jgpada,

III, 136.

(New York, 1965),
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to full st:re1;9th in North Ameriea was disappointed and the
numbex of provincial troops provided was only a fraction of
the number requested.

It took Braddock's little army of

l.,000 regulars., 1.,200 provincials., thirty sailors and a few
Indiar.s four weeks to march the hundred miles from Fort Cumbe:r-

land to the disasterous battlefield near the confluence of
Turtle Creek with the Utanogahela River. 16
This engagement marked the first time a laxge force of

British regulars was forced to fight in a remote wilderness
cut off from their maritime supflY lines.

intxoduced to the

11

Here they were

ter:rible novelty 0 of frontier warfa:re in

which courage and rigid discipline learned on the battlefields of Holland were of no avail against ur,seen enemies.
Only the steadiness of Washington end his Virginia militia

prevented a complete slaughter.

General Braddock was mort-

ally wounded and sixty-three of his eighty•nine officers
and 997 of his troops were killed or wounded in the ghastly

16Braddock has been subjected to much criticism for
being misled into approaching Fort Duquesne by way of the
J,otomac route rather than through the settled portions of
fermsylvania. The route he chose traversed one of the most

densely wooded and mountainous regions in the eastern United
states and he was forced to hack out a road for his transI- arkman., citing a . contempo.ra:r:y political phampleteer., says that the more difficult route was

port wagons and cannon.

chosen by the British ministry because of the influence of

John Hanbury, a Quaker merchant and prominer,t member of th&

Ohio Compar.y.

It was in Hambury's financial interest that

the troops pass through Maryland arid Virginia rathex than
eastern lenr,F"'vania. Braddock was aware of the difficulties
of the route he took, but he was committed to it. l-arkrnar"•
Nop:tc;alm .IDSi Wolfe, f..1.1 Ope., .196-197. See also Lee tw\cCardell.

flJ.-~:tarxed Gentrf,: &}j:mjgo ct 9i. .1bl. ~0J.d1s.-e1m Gu1;,;gs,

t'ittsbu:rgh., 1958~ for a new and gene.rally sympathetic treat-

ment of B.raddo ck.

-13-

rout.

The terrified su:rv1voxs, numbering less than 400 offi-

cers and men. fled back the way they came and did not stop

ur:til they reached the safety of Fort Cumberland.

The sup-

plies for six months and nearly all the transports we.re
abandoned ox destroyed alor:g the way • 17

Braddock's virtual

annihilation left the frontier from Georgia to the Gr~at
Lakes at the mercy of the French... led Indian war parties who
descended upon them with renewed fury.

Settlements as far

east as Fort Grrmville. near Philadelphia, were attacked and

burned while raiding parties penetrated into areas where no
enemy had been seen for seventy years.

The only force left

to oppose them was the Virginia militia xegiment under George

Washington, but it was hopelessly unable to defend 400 miles

of frontier.

As a result, the frontier was rolled back still

further "amid ar; orgy of blood and tears 0 and for the remainder of 1755 and all of 1756 Pennsylvania arid the colonies to
the south lived in daily dread of Indian raids.la

l 7rhere axe several good sources for the story of Braddock's expedition. Among them a:re VaJjor ws:ne;ral ;adw1,m .a..as1~2,k '{I Qxgs::rly B9.9ks UJUl! fftbl.:\lAJ:Y .2Q .1'l. ..lY.ol
~
Cumberland. Md., 1878). and Winthrop Sa.rgent • s li.\stox¥
AD-.
Ex1::<1s;iit;i,2n agal.nrt ~ Dugy@§Jli .iu rn. 1UiQA+ Mador g1nc,r,1
mrm-Brpddpck l-'h1ladelph1a. 1855). Sargent's book contains
the journals of Braddock•s aides, Orme and N10rris, Braddock's
instructions, the French report of the battle. and a statement by George Croghan, the Indian agent. See also A. o.
She:r:rard, ~ f;hi:.tham; l::J...t.:t, AU.d.
;i§yen X1axs ~ . (Lor,don,
1955) 84, A. G. Bradley, JJll. Fj.gh;t !1.ih F;r1nc.t W t,grth Am,rics
(Westrninister. 1902) 86-89; and Bancroft, tiis:t.o;y SU.~ ypiteg
S:.ta;te..&.a,. N, 184-192. Sargent's oook is by far the roost useful.

.u.

su.

w

18 Bradley, .I.wt Fight

m.111 France fpr Noitb f\m.tr;t,a,

10!>.

-14Er.gland's reaction to the news of the disaster on the
Mor.ongahela was shame and humiliation while unbounded enthu-

siasm prevailed in Canada arid Frar,ce.

The only bright spots

in the gloom of defeat were Colonel Geo""(Je Monckton' s cap•

ture of Fort Beausejour in l4ova Scotia and William Johnson• s
conclusive victory over Baron Dieskau and his F.rer.ch regulars near Lake George.

Fear of a French invasion of Er,gland

made it inpossible to serid any more regular troops to the
colonies for the remainder of the year.19

Braddock's expedition demonstrated the inadequacy of
the policy of "letting Americans fight in America."

Des-

i:,ite the fact that there were an estimated 200.000 men in
America capable of bearing arrns, a disappointingly small

number enlisted in the British regiments.
la:rl y true in the middle colonies.

This wa• particu-

The Quake:r merchants of

t'hiladelphia controlled 1-'ennsylvania and were opposed to the

war.

Maryland and Delaware considered themselves safe and

were unwilling to contribute to the expedition.

They quar-

relled among themselves and refused to vote money for sup-

~lies and provision$ and failed to furnish the needed wagons.
Braddock was forced to delay his expedition until he could
secure the necessary supplies at exorbitant prices and,
· l9Lawrence H. Gipson, Iht g;g:eat Ji.ll. i.sa. .tbl. Er5>ii;ei
~1i;c1Q:rJ:0~1 Xe1rs, 1758-1760. Vol. VII. I.rut U.1i1J.b
~ ~ !ht Amt:i ,au fllvoll6:tion (13 vols.; ,,..ew York,

Ihl.

1949), 10.

{Hereafter cited as Gipson, Iha ~cj;.o:ioys X11r1).

-1&although the defeat at the Monongahela was due to military

reasons and not to the uneooperativeneas of the colonial
assemblies,. it,. too, we$ the dl::ec:t result of the 1,-olicies
of the l\ewcastle mini st:ry.

The two regiments froin the

Irish Army were composed largely .of unreliable Irish eonscripts and raw recruits who joined in America.

Rather

than wonder why Braddock wa& defeated, one should marvel

that he was even able to reach the MOnongahel1 with his

undisciplined little army.
I1.atead of learning front the misfo:rtunes of 175,,. the

hewcastle goverr,inent continued to follow the same general
policy throughout 17',6..

Two 1110re Irish xeg1ments were sent

to tweriea to be raised to full strength tnd the colonies
were agair, requested to provide men for those :regiments al-

ready in P.merica..

The chief innovation of 1756 was the

raising of a r.-w regiment of four battalion& of 1.000 men

each.

The officers and non-commissioned officers of the

new regiment (Royal Americans) were recruited in Europe and
the rank amd file ca1ne largely front amoi,o the Germana of

l-enr.sylva,,ia.

four battalion& were eventually rai&ed but

as the p:resti.ge of the British army in horth knerica steadi•
ly decreased it became correspondingly more difficult to pro-

cure enlistments,.
Instead of carrying out the anticipated descent on Eng•
la.r,d, the assembled Frerich troops .attacked and overwhelmed
the small British garrison on Minorca.

The British ministry

-16had sufficient advance warning of the French buildup in the

~-iedi terranean to send reir.forcements. but hewcastle was con-

vinced that the preparations were a feint to divert attention
fr1'm the ir:vasion of Er.gland.

But by the end of f.iia:rch, 1756,

even he realized the true import of the French preparations

ar,d disi:;atched Admi:ral John Byng with a hL::rriedly gathered
force of ten leaky and underrnanr;ed ships to reinforce Mir,orca.

Byng failed to relieve the isl arid end the garrison was

forced to surrender after an heroic resistance.

When the

news reached England, the people rioted and the ministers
were publicly condemned for pro c.rastir,ation, neg le ct of the

proper precautions, and even treason.20

Fortunately, a

sca1,,egoat was at hand in the person of the unlucky Admiral
Byng. who was tried, condemned, and hanged from his own

yardarm "i-our encourager les autres," as Voltaire cynically

phrased it.21
Two days bef o:re Adt.:dral Byng er.gaged the French fleet
beseiging Mino:rca, the British government received the news

that Frar.ce had finally attacked the island.

This was the

overt act of hostility fo:r which England had been scheming
and a formal decla:ration of wa:r was quickly issued.

A r,ew

commander-in- chief for the colonies had been appointed earlier
20 Lord Mahon,

Hists>:i' !'4.. J;ngland,

J.V, 9!>-109.

21Quoted ir: Briar, Conr.ell, .Ill.e. Sayage ):§a.;s (l,ew York,
1959), 91.

-17the same month and two more undermanned B.ri tish regimer,ts

embarked from Cork under the command of Ge1;eral Abercrombie.

The attack or, .M.ir,orca labeled France as the aggressor and
England could call on hex allies and expect the neutrality
of Sp9in and Holland. 22

Lord Loudon was allowed to leave

for America to assume his new duties as commander-ir,-chief

and tentative efforts were made to increase the army and
navy.
The expansion of the war into Europe after the for1nal

declaration created an intense demand for more troops which
could r;ot be inet by the usual methods of recruiting.

The

Duke of Hewcastle was no Jason of Argonaut fame ar.d ttst:rong
men armed" did not spring up from the earth to fill the :ranks

of the British regiments.

!Jress gang, scoured the seai:,o:rts

of the British Isles, pushing their activities into areas
where they had never before ventured. and recruiting parties
were sent even into the remote islands and mountai11 glens
of Wales and Seotlarid in an effort to satisfy the hunger

for more men.

The limited success of these efforts led to

Orders in Council providing fo:r increased bounties and en-

listment bonuses as well as the payment of rewa.rds to inforrne.rs.

fetty malf actors we.re released from jail on con-

ditior. of their enlistment in the marching regiments •nd
the peace-time physical requirements were lowered.

22sherrard. ~

Chath1m,

50.

-18!'.£.:peals were sent to all parts of Englar,d to aid ir,
the r,atioi.al effort and such cities as Lor.doL, Glasgow. and
Ec!ir,bu:rgh offered supplemer.tary bonuses to encourage volun-

teers to enlist ir. the army.

f':rivate individuals offered

smaller ir.ducemen-cs in ar effort to fu1·the:r the national

cause.
The Frer.ch reacted to the official declaration of war
by dispatching a new commaLder, the Ma:r:quis de Nt0r,tcalm,

and a reinforcement of 1.,200 regular troops for service in

Lorth Amex1 ca.

Montcalm was ar: ex}.te:rienced soldiel' and

realized two battalior:s were not Emough, but the F:reLch government concentrated its resources for the imp@nding conflict
in Eu:rope.

Twelve hundred was all that could be spared.

Al•

though the two battalions were from LeSarxe and Royal Rousillon. both crack regiments, the number seems esiJeCially insigr:if 1 cant compared with the hur,dred thousand who would shoxtly

be fighting N\aria The:resa' s battles agair,st Frederick of
:f russia. 23

IAor;t calm' s a:rrtval in Canada brought the r:umbe:r of reg-

ular lar;d troops to 3,752.

In addition to these, there were

I-,resent in the colony l,950 marine troops who were under the
control of the DeJ:.,artroont of the Marine a1id aJ..,proximatel y
14,000 Eri.litia.24

These latter we.re excellent woods fight•

__________________________________
ers but were co::ridered ur,reliable when forced to fight a
,

23thomas Chapais, 1&

54-55.

24~ . , 80-81.

vuu;;Q.\J1..S ~ FPJi.:t£i!.m (Quebec, 1911}.,

Eu1:opean• •tyle battle.

Montcalm waa never eble to assemble

mre than 4.000 Canedian lllllitia at orie t i • •nd ••• fol'ced
to :rely heavily upon bJ.s regular tl'Oopa, of which he never
Md enough.

The 1200 men of LaSarre tnd Royal Rouas111on

were the las't full battalion• sent to Canada due to the
need• of thct European war and the effectiwn••• of the Bl"it•
ish bl.odcade, l!Nt the fore. of 20,000 •n capeble of bearing aru was ve1Uy supesalor 1n m.a•r• and fi::repo•.x to

anything available at that tla in 8rii1eh Nozth J;aerlca. 21
If the co. .nce111nt of hoatUit1e1 in Eu::rope effective•
l y 11111 ted the number of troops Prance cow.cl apa:re fo::r the

defenu of hezi colonies, it 11 readily appannt that Great

Britain, with an army leas than one•tenth the aiae of the
frer,ch army, was in a perilou1 po•it.ion.

A• aoon •• war

••• cleclarecl continued fear of • Prench invasion forced

the Brit1eh governfltnt to bring over 8,000 troops from Hesse
and Henovel' t.o d•f•nd the coast, of Eu9land.

The introduction

of foreign troops ••• rqa:rd*1 •• • "blot upon our Jlllituy

hi1to~• by tM opposition to 1-.ewca1tle and his Whig mr,iatry, but 1'\ 1llayed the invaaion par,ic and boutht the 'time

required for MOre effective 11ea•uree.26 Pa.11 ... nt voted
large ,uu of •ney to p~ovide fo:r 1nueat1ns, the 11111tuy
f oreea while new lew• were enacted providing fo11 the
l.

• -

...

~arkman, ;aapt"l,11 .IDd hll•, iMi D., 103.
26corbett, &ml u4 .IA ,Sb& JiU.tW Xtfll l&r., I, 139.
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the enlistment of indentured servants and felons as well as
for increasing enlistment bonuses.27

In the fall of 1756 the ministerial crisis which had
been impending since the fall of Mi.norca came to a head

after the news of fresh reverses which were "laid at the
door of Newcastle• s half-hearted measures •••• n2B

From Ameri-

ca the news was less sensational but much more serious; instead of allowing himself to be pushed back by Lord Loudon,
the Marquis de Montcalm had captured Fort Oswego, the most
important British post on the Great Lakes.

The accumulation

of misfortunes in 1756 finally put England in a state of
angry and sullen despondency almost unparalled in her history.
The popular clamor became so insistent that the Newcastle
cabinet was forced to resign.29
On November 15 1 1756, William Pitt became the principal
Secretary of State in a new cabinet under the nominal leadership of the Duke of Devonshire.
his own terms.

Pitt accepted the post on

He publicly asserted that only he could save

England and made it a .i.1o.l. SLY.i

JlQ.D.

that the House of Commons

agree to vote ev~rything he asked even before he agreed to

join the ministry.

The government was quickly reorganized

27see Scot' 2 iygaz~oe. XVIII (January, 1756), 47, for
the text of the Order in Council establishing enlistment
bounties, and XVIII (July, 1756), 324, for the text of the
Act providing for the enlistment of indentured servants for
service in America.

28corbett,
188.

England in 1hl Seven ¥11xs J1i.t.,

29 N. E. Whitton,

I, 49.

Wolfe .IJl.d. North America (Boston, 1929),
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according to Pitt's requirements and Parliament voted on
appropriation of one million pounds for 1757 as compared
to the 200,000

pounds so grudingly granted for 1756. 30

The main lines of the war policy which is fitt's chief

claim to fame were set forth in the speech he prepared for
King George II to be delivered from the throne on December
2, 17!>6. 31

Before the end of December a new militia bill

was passed, increased subsidies were voted to enable Fredericlc of Prussia to maint•in the army of 100,000 men with

which he was keeping at bay 500.000 encircling enemies, the
Hessian and Har.overian troops were sent home, and new poli•

cies put into operation to increase the military forces.
Long before :E-'i tt came to power 1 t was a1,,parent that the
unsystematic hole•and•corner methods of coercion and bribery
and the antagonizing tyranny of the press•gengs were inade•
quate to meet the rapidly increasing demand for troops.
f·i tt was convinced the manpower needs of the nation could be

met by increasing the inducement for voluntary enlistments

and by making military life more attractive.

By far the

roost important single measure taken by Fitt to increase the

regular army, however, was the recruiting of entire new regi•

__________ ________________
ments from emong the Highland "Jacobite" clans of Scotland ..

...

30stanley Pargellis, J,.s>rd Lpydou ill
Haven, 1933), 286.

,

t,su:th AIMrica

(New

3lsee AJ.,per.dix A for an extract of King George's s.-eech.
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This was indeed an inovation which fitt must be given the
credit for ia.plementing, al though the idea was not new. 32

fitt had few friends.

He had long been bitterly dis-

liked by the King fo:r his antagonistic policy toward Hanover
and had no real following of his own.

Newcastle, despite

his obvious incoq:,etence, retained his majority in both
houses and immediately began to intrigue for Pitt's downfall.

The machinations of his enemies succeeded in driving

him out of the cabinet for a brief period, but before the
fall of hit first adnistry fitt inaugurated the policies of
victory. 33

32After the "Glorious Revolutiontt of 1688 re110ved the
Stuart dynasty from the British throne there were numerous
people, especially in the Scottish Highlands. who continued
to recognize James II and his descendants as the legitimate
rulers. They are called "Jacobites" from Jacobus, the Latin
form of James. Those people who supported the Hanoverian
dynasty, the supremanc1 of Parliament, and the rights of the
people, as opposed to Stuart absolutism. were called "Whigs."
There were a number of Jacobite rebellions after 1689, the
moat iDJ)ortant of which took place in 1715 and 1745, end
the House of Hanover and 1ts adherents viewed the pro-Stuart
faction with fear and distrust. See George l'. Irish, Iha
J1,2121:t1 Mpye111nt (Edinburgh, 1952).

33eorbett, England J,n lAI. §IY.ID XINI .!.U., I, 1~6.

Chapter Two

The enlightened ministry of William }itt finally made
possible the half-dreaded policy of raising new regiments
from among the .Jacobite elans of the Sco1.tish Highland$. 1
The idea of raising troops in Scotland and even in the High-

lands was no novelty, but never before 1757 had the British
government been willing to recruit any Highlanders whose
loyalty to the House of Hanover wa• in doubt.

As early as

1743 there were seven Scotti1h regiments in the British ser•
vice. six of which fought at Pontenoy.

Certain regiments,

such as the famous First Regiment of foot. were reised in
Scotland and had been on the establishment for over th:ree
quarters of a century when the new Highland regiments were

recruited.

But all of the Scottish regiment, in the British

service in 1756. except the illustrioua Black Watch, were
raised in the Lowlands of Scotland and included others than
Scots ir. their ranks.
The Blaek Watch was a Highland regiment which could

trace its history back at least as far as 17~.

There was

a great deal of political unrest in the Highland• aftez the

unsuccessful Jacobite rebellion of 1715 in addition to the
usual clan feuds and cattle stealing.

As a result. the

-24-

British government passed a Disarming Act in 17~ in an

atteq;>t to restore order and prevent another rebellion.

The

government felt that the Act would be more effective if enforced by men who knew the country and who would be le&$ resented than the hated English soldiers.

Six independent

companies of Highland con,tabulary or "watch" were raised
in 1725 from among the Whig clans to preserve the peace in

the Highlands.

Great care was taken to be certain that only

men loyal to the government were -recruited and the officers
were, without a known exception. adherents of the Hanoverian
dynasty. 2
The

Highland constabulary or "Black Watch," as they

came to be called because of the predominately dark colors

in their different clan tartans. proved to be very effective

and were rewarded in 1739 by being regimented into the British
army.

The original regimental designation of the Black Watch

was Forty-three. but it was changed to the forty-second Regi•
ment of foot in 1740 after the old regiment bearing that
number was reduced.

Aa the Forty-second the regiment served

with distinction in Europe ur,til the Treaty of Aix•la•Chapelle

brought an end to the war.

Soon after the cessation of hos-

tilities the Black Watch was reduced to a peace-time footing
of approximately 477 men and aent to Ireland as part of the

-2!)-

permanent garrison of that country.

It remained in Ireland

until 1756 when it was ordered to North America as 1,;art of
Lord Loudon' s command. 3

The second occasion for the raising of a Highland regi•
ment came in 174&.

The great bravery and fighting ability

displayed by the Blaclc Watch et Fontenoy encouraged the
British government to raise mo.re Highland troops and. accoi:d•
ingly. autho:rity was given to the Earl of Loudon to raise a
regiment.

The government insisted upon the requirement

that only Highlanders f:rom the Whig elans be recruited and
the coDt,>osition of the new regiment (Lord Loudon •s Highland•

ers) was essentially the same as the Black Wateh.

The great

'Forty•five• rebellion broke out before it was co1Jl')letely
organized and nearly half of the troops were taken prisoner
during the Battle of I reston Pans ar1d the remainder put to

flight under ignominious circumstances.

After the rebellion

was crushed the regiment was re~formed and sent to join the
army in Flanders where it served Without distinction in
Europe until the war ended. It was disbanded in 1748. 4

3H11;t,o;i,f. R@cgrd. 2( .:thl fg;r;ty-~cond Rtsli11~t ,g.t .f.o.Q.t.
(London, 1844~ 26•43. See alao Chares D1ckensed.) "famous

British Regiments, u .All. .1lll

~

Bm.md, IX.

No.

227 (l~ew

Series), {AJ;ril f», 1873), 492-496, and Charles E. Mlc:Donald
"The Highland Hegimente and Their Origins," C,oldJ.10 Ml911in1.

VII {1966), 259-263.
4 Robert M.

Holden, 11 The first Highland ~gim.ent; The
~ylshi~e Highlander•," ~S\Aii1ab HJ.130;1,11 B,yi,w. III,
(1906). 2.7•40. and Frank Adam, .Iht. .clan.s., ~ .I.Wl Rtgim,mts .QJ'. .th& §cot:tiah ttisibJ.1nd1~(!dinirurgh-,~4). 289.

-26The principal difference between the new regiments
which fitt was instrumental in raising and the other Scot•

tish regiments was that the latter were recruited only from
loyal (Whig) Scots arid were commanded by offic:ers of undoubted

attachment to the House of Hanover.

OL the other hand, the

two new regiments were recruited entirely from among the

Jacobite clans and their officers were former supporters
of the Stuarts.

The largest single contingent in the two

regiments was :recruited from Clar: Fraser which had furnished

over 900 men for the Jacobite army-•the largest unit in that
army at Culloden.

As near as can be determined. Archibald

Montgomery and his adjutant Hugh Montgomery were the only
officers in the two regiments who were not Highlanders.'

Pitt is usually given credit for the idea of utilizing the mil1 tary instincts of the disaffected elans by en-

rolling their members&$ soldiers of the British army but
that c:redit really belongs to Lord rresident Forbes of Cullo-

den.

Forbes was a loyal supporter of the Hanoverian dynas-

ty who recommended as early as 1739 that the British government give seope to the military instincts of the Scots while

keeping them loyal to the government in the event of another
Jacobite rebellion.

Sir Robert Walpole, the chief minister.

and Lord Islay. the government's manager of Scottish affairs.

327.

etJames Browne,

W,st,g:¥

su.. .;the. W,gblanda

(Glasgow, 1838),
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warmly approved the idea but it was vetoed by the cabinet. 6
Six years later the great 'Forty-five' rebellion b.roke out

and Forbe's fears were realized.

The rising was quelled

only after a year of hard fighting during which George II
came close to losing Scotland.

Memories of the 'Fifteen'

and 'Forty-five• remained fresh in the minds of the king and

his Whig ministers and they vigorously opposed the raising
of Jacobite Highland regiments when the idea was first mentioned.

It waa not uritil January of l 7'!,,7 that the old fear

of Jacobitism was overwhelmed by the desperate need for
troops, and even such a bitter foe of the Highlanders as
Frince William Augustus. the Duke of Cumberland, recognized
their superb fighting abilities. 7

They became "an asset

of extra-ordinary value to the state in the time of need,

just as the same qualities had made them, as once disaffected subjects, a constant peril. 08
On Jar,uery 22, 1757, a not! ce appeared in the London

Ga;1tt1,

the official organ of the British army, that "The

King has been pleased to appoint the following gentlemen to
be officers in th" two Highland battalions to be forwith

6 Adam, <;lans,. :S.lk:tl JWd. 8tSJ'1mtoi1, 279•280. The Black
Watch compariies were formed in l 72?> but it must be remembered
that they were recruited from among loyal Highlai"ld clans.
7John Bullo ch,

I1;;ritg;i:11t ~glsUeri°! J.D !hi. h.Q;a:ih u.11

.2i ~tlaud sh.iring lZ,9-)..§J.4

Aberdeen,

8G1pson, .Iha )[J.ct2ii2us Xe1r1, 16.

914), xxiv.
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ra i se d •..• tt9

The Honorable Simon Fraser was given the hon-

ox of raising troops fox the government due to Fi tt • s advice

to the kir~ that this would help to conciliate the heads
of the powerful HighlaLd Jacobite families.

Fraser was the

son of Lord Lovat who was executed for his part in the rising of 1745. lO

Al though the Lovat estates had beer, fortified

and he possessed no land of his own, Fraser's 1.,ersonal popularity and his influence as Chief of Clar, Fraser were eo

great that in less than two months he was able to muster
1460 men.

Fraser also used his influence with his own clansmen
as well as the MacDonalds, Camerons, MacLeans and othe.r
Jacobite clans to help Archibald Mor,tgomery co~lete the
other Highland .regiment.

Montgomery was not a Highlande:r,

but as the heir of the Earl of Egl1r,gton, he had powerful
connections in the Highlands despite his Whig antecedants.

As soon as the two regiments were eomple~ed they were must ...
ered at Glasgow or. April 26 and 27, 1757.

.tv'\ontgomery out-

ranked Fraser socially so his commission was dated January
4. 1756 11 and his :regiment received the lower numerical desig-

natiori of Seventy-seven.

Fraser, despite the fact that he

had raised most of the men, :received his commissioL as Lieuteriar,t ... colonel dated January 5, 1756, and his regiment was

9see A.-1-endix B.

10Bruce G. Seton, (ed) • Iba. l::J.:11901:.ti

(3 vols.; Edir.burgh, 1928), I, 294.

SU. !bi.

fg;r;$y·f~Vft
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1umbered Seventy-eight.

Both regiments wexe ordered aboard

transports and taker, to Cork in Ireland to complete their

training and await orders.11
The aJ.,parent ease and speed with which the Highland regiments were raised has led even such a careful historian as
John Bulloch to give currency to the facile theory that
when Great Britain set out on her sixty years of
Woxld conquest in l 757. she had only to beckon to

her northern people and soldiers sprang to atten-

tior, like gourds, if only he cause the spirit of

military adventure satisfied the martial hunger of

a race that had been reared on fighting, but had

been deliberately starved for fortr rearls by reason
of its exploits on behalf of Jacob t sm. 2
The impression one receives from George s. l- .:ryde 's Scoj;l,1pd
i's that the noble chiefs and their loyal followers repented
their folly of suppo.rtirig the Stuarts and we:re waiting eagerly in the wings until the British government deigned to
accept their services..

1 ryde claims that nby mid .. century.

Jacobi tism was a mere sentiment,. a far off memory, the

theme of many a plaintive song; and even those who were
ready to pledge the king over the water knew in their hearts
it was best he should stay there. •113

This may be an accurate

summary of the situation in the Lowlands ar,d in the cities

of Scotlar,d, but such was not the case in the Highlands.

ll !~ &o:t '.;; I>Wa azir,o,

xrx (N.ay,

1757) , 259.

12Bulloch, T§;rit2rial S9lgi1ring, xix-xx.
13George s. Pryde. s,ft.J.aod ~
( 2 vols.; Edinburgh, 1962 • I, 66.

~ li .tbl. f'r1s1ot

w
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Few Highlanders in 1756 were likely to forget the oxgy

of savagery and bloodshed which took place after the des•

truction of the Jacobite cause on t~ battlefield of Cullo•
den in At-ril of 1746.

The wounded survivors of the Jacobite

army we.re murdered and those who esca.-,ed were hunted like
anitna.1$ by the governme11t troops of 'Butcher Billy' Cumber-

land.

The Highlands were laid waste and those chiefs and

leaders who didn't escaf;e to France wexe-taken to London and
executed ur.der particularly barbarous circumstances.

Fa·:r

from being content with the bloody suppression of the Jacobite movement, the British government resolved to destroy

the very spirit of the Scottish people and the peculiar set
of institutions which had made Jacobi tism possible •14

On August 12, 1746, the British f'tu:liament passed an-

other Disarming Act which went much further than the Act of
1725.

The Highland dress was forbidden on pain of imprison-

ment and/or banishment for life, all weaJ:,ons were to be surrendered on pain of death, and severe penalties were provided
for teachers and ministers who failed to pray for King George
II by name.

Even the bagpipes were outlawed as a weafon of

war and those who played them were liable to suffer the ex-

treme penalty.

Young boys and old men in the remote High-

lar.d glens who had never heal'd of the Disarming Act were shot

----------------------------Sapts JlDd. &u, g.mts,
14 Adam, ~ .

1

.I.hi Loyal Clar~s. (Cambridge, 1932 , 136.

275; Audrey Cunningham,
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down by Cumberland• s army patxols when four.d wearing articles

of clothing made from tartan cloth •15

l,ext came the Herl table Jurisdiction Act of l 747 which
was aimed at abolishing the clar, system.

The hexedi taxy

chiefs were forbidden by law to have any followexs ar.d were
turned iLto a class of landlords by being .recognized as the

owners of the former common te:rrito:ry of the clans.

The

chiefs were encouraged to live in Er,glar,d in order to adopt
Er.glish ways arid a taste for luxury which could only be met
by increasing their rent rolls.

The first class to suffer

by the increased demands were the •tacksmer,,' the

relatives

of the chiefs who stood between them and the clansmen ar:d
acted as stewards in time of peace and as office.rs of the
clan array in battle. 16

These men were the class f:rom

which most of the .recruits fox Fraser's and l.<\Ontgomery•s
regiments were d:rawn.

By the time of the American Revolu-

tion a large proportion of the tac:ksman class had emigrated

to l~oxth America.
In l 746 the Highlanders were a nation of warriors and

their chiefs were leaders of men.

By 1748 they were reduced

to a community of peasants, subject to the arbitrary will of

their erstwhile chiefs, who now became their landlord$.
15rcsh, J:su~obi:te ~k!Yem.eJlt., 128-148; John c. ,v\ackay, "The
Disarming Act and fxoscription of the Highland Dress, 0 ~ll:t~c
J@.Q§gint:, 'IV, ho. 8 (May, lB84} , 311.
l 6Fryde.

~es2.:tl;md. I, 65. 151.

-32From 1748 to the declaration of war· in 1756 many of the

Highlanders emigrated to A.rneri ca, France, :3weden, and even
f olar.d and ,i.ussia, to escafe the exactions of their landlo:rds

and the restrictions of Bxi tish military occupation of their
country.

After 1756, the wa:r with Frarice made it nearly im-

i-,ossible to leave the cou1:try ar,d many chose to enlist in
the British army rather than face slow starvation or. tiny
Highland crofts.

One of the main attractions of service in the Highland
:regimer;ts was that the Disarming Act allowed troops in gov-

ernment service to weax Highland dress.

It is also true

that the Highlanders in many cases we.re eager to enlist in
the new regiments so long as they were serving with their
friends and relatives and were commanded by their hereditary

chiefs, but they didn't rush to join out of love for the
n::;;assanach" King George.

Fxaser had no trouble raising his

regiment, but recruiting wasn't so easy for 1>k:>ntgomery and
other strangers.

Ir. Jut:e of 1756 the 700 new .recxuits fox

Lord 1vur:ray' s regiment (Black Watch) ir;cluded at least sixty
pressed men.17

lviutinies occasionally occurred when men who

had enlisted in a certain :regiment were separated from their
friends and sent to another where they would be depxived of

their Highland dress.

The method employed by Fraser for raising his regiment
was, with a few minor modifications. used throughout the
17EQir,pµrgb Rg,c~§lw, XVIII (June 7, 1757), 302.
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remainder of the eighteenth century for raising Highland
regiments.18

It consisted basically of an important noble1

man asking and receiving permission to raise troops on his
own estates and on those of his kinsmen and friends.

The

War Office had no connection with the 1:egiment until it

was accef,ted into the army and, consequently, was not con-

cerned with how it was raised. The men who received the
license to raise a regiment were in a sense its proprietor$.
They subcontracted to others the job of raising companies

in return for commissions as captains or lieutenants accordirig to the number of men each could muster. 19

The legal

authority to raise a regiment and the conditions attached

thereto were embodied in a "letter of se.rvi ce," issued in

the Kir.g 's name by the Secretary of Viar ard the actual re-

cruiting was authorized by a "beating order," also signed
by the Secretary.20
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the office.rs as
well as many of the nor,-comm!ssioned officers and privates

of Fraser's a11d Montgomery's regiments we.re recruited from
the tacksman class and boasted varying degree of kinship
with their chief.

It was one of the peculiarities of the

clan system that the lowest private in the ranks could

~l~ tbid~~:~1~i1,~:~xy~ ?~!n~:e!f.~Dlfl6~6~:;5~sb
8

19 Adams,

CJ,oos, Se1:;t.s, AWi. H19imeu:t1..

20cuxtis, .Q;gan1;1:Ugn .2t !hi. B.i;itJr1b
-'I.L.

Bexglut101i, 68.

281.

amx JJl Jib.ft e..J.-
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consider himself a gentleman and a swineherd could succeed
to the chieftainship if he stood in the line of descent from
a chief.

This situation fostexed a powerful sense of clan

loyalty and a devotion to their office.rs not found in other
:regiments. 21

It would not be a g.reat exaggeration to say

that the fi.rst of the Highland regiments. especially the
Frase.rs, resembled the old clan battle arrays to a gl'eate.r
extent than they .resembled British Regirnents.

The d1ff e:r--

ences were ma:t.nly in outwaxd appeai-ance--the former cattle
thieves and semi-brigands raerel y put on the red coats of
the u1--0licemen of civilization 11 over their native dress and
accepted the King's shilling. 22
It is not surprising that such men needed very little
inducement to enlist in the new regiments.

The Jacobite

defeat at Culloden put an end to the way of life which fostered a military tradition and the changing economic situation
in the Highlands made fighting men superfluous.

The choice

between slow starvation on a tiny plot of unproductive soil
and the comparative security of rnili tary service in a regiment eoaposed entirely of fellow clansmen and friends was

not a difficult one.

The enlistment bonus, in maoy cases

2lwallace Notestein, Iba ~ in li\1:ts,:a, , A ~ g;f_ ~
J:1;bu~pJ.1¥ .o.t Cha.a,l;1: ADS1 HJ.stg;c¥ (1,ew Haven, 1947), 197.
22A frospective recruit was not lega.lly bound to honor
any enlistment agreemcmt unless he actually accepted money
from the recruiter. The amount involved varied but the legal
act of enlistment came to be called 0 taking the King's shilling." See Charles M. Clode, .Iba &J.i:ta;a:y Fg1g:1 .o.i .1hl. £j;'QWJl

(2 vols.; London. 1869), I, 237.

as much as a iJOUnd, was often an ir:restible tenptation since

it represented more money than most Highlanders had ever
possessed at one time.

One writer discounts the extent of voluntary enlistment
ar~ asserts that the ranks were filled mair~y by variou$
types of bribery, pressure, and threats.

23 This may have

been true after l7aa when recruits became more scarce, but
it was apparently not the case when the Frase.rs and Mor.t-

gomerys were raised.

Most writers on the history of the

Highland regiments follow the lead of General Stewart of
Garth and emphatically deny that the early regiments were
raised by any sueh "ba$e" inducementa.24

In answer to the

charge it can be demonstrated that both the Fresers and the
Montgome.rys kept recruiting parties in the Highlands throughout the war and experienced no difficulty in. securing re-

c.rui ts, while recruiting parties from other regiment&, includ~
ing the Black Watch, had trouble finding replacements.

According to Curtis the Highland regiments followed the

same internal organization as other Bxitish regiments except that the coq:,anies were much laxger in the Scottish
regiments.

A Highland :regiment contairied eight battalion

-9.i

23Bulloch, Ierri:tgrial ~gldit+ing, xxx.

~:&1a.e;, ~ff IJUlsi
ii>, II, 308.SU..

~
Sta;t1 of .ihl.
· R.f. $&.Q ·
,
fs::w.gbl1Pd Regign:ta 2 vo s.; Edinbul.'gh,
'

24oavid Stewart,

s10:t

· ·
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companies, one company of grenadiers, and one corapar,y of

light infantry.

Each battalion company consisted of one

captain. two lieutenants, one ensign, five sergeants, five
corporals, two drummers, and one hur.dred privates.

The

flank companies {grenadiers and light inf an try) each consisted of one captain, three lieutenants, five sergeants,
five corporals, two drummers, two pipers, and one hundred

}-rivates.

The regiment was commanded by a Lieutenant-

Colonel and a major, assisted by an adjutant and a quartermaster se.rgeant.

In addition most xegiments had a chaplain,

a surgeon, and two surgeon's mates.

The authorized number

of privates was 1,082 arid the colonel received levy money,
pay, and subsistence for that nusnbex.

The suxplus seems

to have been placed in some sort of slush fund for emer•

gency expenses.25
The principal task of a new colonel,

011ce

he had .re-

cruited his regiment, was to furnish it with food, clothing,
and weapons.

Unlike the other British regiments, the High-

landers were not subjected to the rigorous discipline ar,d
incessant drilling .recently iftf)orted from Germany, yet there

was apparently some attention given to the subject because
the exiGting Scots regiments were required to furnish eighty

25stewart, Sls1tcbu, II, 165-167. The above organization
must be viewed with the caveat that it applies to a Highland
regiment raised in 1777. The ordinary British regiment
throughout the eighteenth century varied from 315 to about
900 but the basic ten company battalion organization was
usually followed.
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Gaelic speaking non-commissioned officers to the two new

regiments.

R. M:>ney Barries. a well-known authority on the

Highlar.d regiments. claims that drill was only used as a
i:,unishment but that maxkmanship training was strongly en-

couraged. 26

It has been observed that the Highlanders we.re

accustomed to the use of their native weaf,ons from infancy,

and needed no special training• but the Disarming Act of
1746 rnust have had sorne prohibitory effect on such training
since .the possession of weai::ons was forbidden on pain of
death or imprisonment.

The wea~ons carried by the Highland soldier consisted
of a fusil. a Highland ~istol all of steel, a broadsword,
a bayonet, a dagger or dirk, and sometimes the ancient
Highland rou1;d shield known as a targe.

The fusil or ca.r-

bine was a lighter and shorter version of the "Brown Bess. 0
the standaxd service weafor. of the British soldier through-

out the eighteenth century. 27 The Browr: Bess fusil had a
barrel of forty-two L1ches and weighed about nine and a
half pourids.

It was of •75 caliber and fired a one-ounce

leaden ball with accuracy up to about eighty yards in the
hands of ordinary troops and could be fired at the rate of
five times pe:r minute.28

By the time of the French and

26 Ba:rr,es, 1.i,i,stg:;~ .Qi. .th& s~o;t;tish fiegJ.men;ts, 66.
27 Mams, Cl;rns, §fkts .tD.d, .fieSI~menta, 2ao .. a1; Charles
Dickeris, "The Brown Bess Gun," .lsU. ibi, ~ flgµng, XI

{February 13, 1864), 18-24.

28 Howard Blackmore, Br•t~sb
~ {London. 1961}. 78.

l.U.lit1:¥ Eit11;m§. 1§~Q-
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Indian War a paper cartridge was in general use, and ea ch

soldier carried approximately sixty rounds in a leather
cartouche box supported by a wide belt over his left shoulder. 29
The favorite weaf.:ons of the Highland troops were the huge
double-edged broadsword, sometimes called claymores, and the
peculiarly shaped all metal Highland pistol. 30 The swords
were in many cases cherished heirlooms which the owners had
managed to retain desf.:i te the Disarming Act.

Those who did

not have swords were provided with one by the government which,
along with the musket and bayonet, remained government property.

The pistols were furnished by the colonel of each

regiment and remained regimental property.

They were usually

worn on the left side suspended from a special hook on the
waist belt.

The procurement of a dirk or dagger was usually

left to the individual solder.
The weapons of the officers in the Highland r.egiments
were similar to those of the enlisted men but were of better quality and more ornamental.

The non-commissioned

officers were distinguished by the long-handled Lochaber
axe which they carried instead of the fusil.

This weapon

was particularly useful in scaling operations and close
fighting and was retained even though the officers abandoned

29Edwa:rd B. Curtis, lli Organ~ zatign of ..the. B;i:i tl sh ,Army
, .i.D the Ame.lean Rexo,!ution, 15.
30Geoffrey B. oothroyd, Gyns through .:tllil ~ (l~ew York~ 1961).
44-40. see also Claud Blair, Ey;op§ap and Am@rican ~ ~Lew

York, 1952), 459-467; John M. Gray, "Scottish Arms and Tartaris,"
Sco;tti ;h fijyiew, XXIII (1874), 269-295; and 11 Highl and Arms and
Dress," Antigµary, V, 56-58.
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their traditional spontoons, long shafted spears, while
serving in America. 31
Al though the standard equipment of a British infantryman in the field consisted of a knapsack with ext:ra cloth ...
ing and personal belongings, a haversack with four day's
1,-xovisions, a blanket, a canteen, and a fifth share of the
mess geax and equipment belonging to his tent, plus sixty
rounds of ammuni tion--a weight of nearly sixty pounds--the
man of Niontgomery •,s and Fraser• s regiments travelled much

lighter.

They carried very little extra clothing and per-

sonal belongings besides their weapons, and ai.,paxently needed less food than the other soldiers.

For ma,·;y of them the

only knapsack was the goat or badgerskin sporran, or pouch,
which they woxe suspended from their waist belts.

The twelve

foot length of woolen tartan served as clothing and blanket
and was often the only tent the Highlanders needed.
The uniforms of the two new Highland regiments orlgin-

all y consisted of the familiar red coat of the British army

and the tartan kilts of the different clans but the Mor.tgome:ry regiment adopted the government tartan worn by the
Black Watch when they a:rrived in America.32

hot so the

F:rasers; they resisted every attempt to deprive them of

sn. .:the. Bri:tisb .i:,;UJ,,y.. in .:the. AIJl§liBayoJ.3,,i:t1on, 121. See George c. Stone, A ~2§H\+'::t ,gf
ihi. S,;Qpst,yction, ~c2iseti2.o .JWSI Y.il. !2i ~ AU5'J. &:roo.: o~ew
31 curtis, Q.srmizatj.go

-'-i.L

York, 1934 , 416-41 , for a description and sevexal illustra-

tions of the Lochaber Axe and 580-581 for
the spontoon.

a

description of

32Baru?s, ttistg;:y .Q.f. lhl, §..cqttish BJw:b.mtm:tA, 65.
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The commanding general considered

the kilt unfit fo:r: the severe winters and hot summers but
Colonel Fraser explained the Highlanders' strong attach-

ment to their national dress and attefll)ts to change it were
temporarily dropped. 33

The seventy-eighth continued to

wear their Fraser tartan kilts and Highland boimet& until
the regiment was disbanded in 1763.

Chapter III
Soon after the two Highland regiments had been mustered
at Glasgow and accepted into the British service they were
l
sent to Ireland to await disposition.
On March 31, 1757,
Pitt ordered Colonel Fraser to march his regiment to Cork
where they were to board transports for Halifax in hova
Scotia. 2 Colonel Montgomery was sent orders on the same
day to embark at Cork for Charleston in South Carolina. 3
hotices were also sent to Governor Lyttleton of South Carolina and Lord Loudon to inform them of the di spat ch of the
two Highland regiments.4
One week later Pitt was turned out of the ministry and
from Ai;.ril 5 to the formation of the new Pitt-Newcastle coa-

lition ministry on June 29, 1757, there was no effective
leadership.

Military and colonial affairs drifted during

1 Ed,ingyrgh Reyi.s,w. XIV (May, 1757), 254.

2Pitt to Fraser, March 31, 1757, Gertrude Kimball, (ed),

co;reapopdeoce su. wi111,u» f.1..U !ban ~creta;i;y .Qi. ~tA:te m1h
CQJ.90111 ~oxernp;rs .a.ad. W.litft'.'t .IDSl N1v11 ccunmiss12n1.:1 in
&J»rica {2 vols.; New York, · 906), I, 27.
3fitt to Montgomery, March 31, 1757, Kimball, gorreppond.e.D..CJI.

SU. £11:t., I, 27 •

4pi tt to Gove.rnor Lyttleton. March 31, 1757; Pitt to Lord
Loudon, March 31, 1757, Kimball, f&,;i;rt§QQndlOfJ su. IJ.1:t., I,
28,29.
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the ten weeks and the regiments waiting at Cork for their
embarkation orders did not sail for America until June 30. 5
Bad weather made the crossing difficult and the transports

carrying Fraser's regiment did not reach l,ova Scotia until
August 24.

Montgomery reached Charleston a week later.6

The Highland regiments reached America too late in the

season to be of any military value since preparations for
the conquest of Louisbou.rg had ended in dismal failure even
before they arrived.

Admiral Holburne 's fleet was broken

in a hurricane and half of his ships were demasted and one
was lost.

The day after the Frase.rs arrived in Halifax,

Holburne wrote to Loudon, "Thus, Sir, ends our famous
expedition to America in the year 1757. n?

When the news

of the failure of the Louisbourg expedition reached London
together with the news of loss of Fort William Hen:ry, Loudon
was recalled and General Abercromby appointed Commander-inChief in America.a
The only casualty suffered by the Highlanders at Halifax was the death of a young private who was shot by a
5 scot's

Magazine, XIX (July, 1757), 375.

6Lyttleton to .Pitt, se1-t. 3, 1757, Kimball,
Qf ~ . I, 99.
7 stanley Fargellis, 1.s;u;.si

C2;rrespondgrnce

LQudev .1ll hortb Am@rl.,a.

8Pitt to Abe.rcromby, I-itt to Louden, Dec. 30, 1757, Kimball, Cor;re spongence gf P_i:tt, I, 133-134.

-43British sentry when he answered the challenge in a strange

language.

The victim was returning from his morning bath

in the bay and his long hair and the shape of his Highland
dress in the thick fog made the sentry mistake him for an
Indian.

"Culloden and the Jacobite Rebellion were only

twelve years gone" and m.any of the Highlanders spoke only
their native Gaelic and understood little English.

Shortly

afterwards the Highland regiment was moved away from the
English to quarters in Dartmouth, across the bay from Hali·
fax. 9

Finally on October 25 the :regiment was embarked on

the frigate

§carbo;ougb

and carried to New York where arrange-

ments we.re made to quarter them for the winter.lo

Due to a long and involved quarrel which occur.red the
year before between Lord Loudon and the t"'ew York and Massa-

chusetts assemblies, the Frasers went into winter quarters
in Connecticut.

Pitt requested quarters in Massachusetts in

his letter of March 31, 1756. and Governor :Pownall had assured him of their availability, but a dispute arose with
the Massachusetts legislature as to the application of the

Militia Act.

The Seventy-eighth was finally billeted in

southwestern Connecticut, where they were given ample

9 Harrison Bird,

Battle

.f.Q.;. A

Contioeot,

166.

lOAdrniral Holburne to Pitt, ~ov. 4, 17~7. Kimball,~,re§1;ondence S21. l?Ji.ll, I, 12~ ..

11 i:)i tt to Pownall, March 31, 1757, Kimball, <;o.rtfU£1PMIUS.S
..2f .f.ill, r. 101. See Pargellis, 1.2.m l«Pwis>o 111 ljgrtb Am.Q:r;it;a,
Chapter VII, for an excellent discussion of the quartering
problem.
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accommodations without fuss or controversy in the towns of
Fairfield, Milford, Norwalk, Stanford, and Stalford until they
moved out in preparation for the campaign of the spring of
1758. 1 2
The Montgomery Highlanders did not fare so well during
the winter of 1756-57.

They were sent to South Carolina at

the request of Charles Pickney, Governor Lyttleton, and
other prominent ci tiaens. but no arrangements were made to
provide them with winter quarters.

The provinces of Georgia

and South Carolina enjoyed security with the arrival of Mont-

gomery's regiment but the wealthy planters refused until late
in October to begin building barracks

for the troops.

It

was only after serious protests that they were persuad~d to
provide even the customary cooking utensils, bedding and firewood.

Several of the Highlanders died from exposure and

many others might have suffered a similar fate if several hundred of the residents of Charleston hadn't taken them voluntarily into their homes.13

Indignation over this treatment

may have figured in Montgomery's decision to withdraw most of
his regiment from South Carolina after the punitive expedition
against the Cherokees in June of 1760.
~~ile Fraser's and Nbntgomery's regiments were settling
down for their first American winter in Connecticut and South
Ca.rolina, the Black Watch (42nd) was already billeted at Albany

1 %1pson,

.Ib.i. ¥.1,.ctotiQu§ X@ars, 141.

13.Ib..1,Ji. .. 141.
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for its second winter.

The Black Watch was one of the two

regiments from the Irish Establishment (the other was the
35th) which had arrived into America with Lord Loudon in
June of 1756. 14

It was sent immediately to Albany

to

guard the Hudson River frontier and was joined by nearly
700 recruits from Scotland a month later.15

The regiment

saw no action during the winter and spring of 1756-57 but
spent much time learning the new light infantry tactics of

bushfighting and sharp-shooting.

In June of 1757 the Black

Watch was ordered to New York where it was brigaded with the
Seventeenth, Forty-sixth, and a battalion of the Sixteenth,
under the command of General Abercromby.

After the abortive

Louisbourg expedition the regiment returned to Albany where
it remained until the spring of 1758.16

The year 1757 was another one of continued military suc-

cess for the French in North Amari ca.

They maintained an

aggressive offensive from Georgia to Cape Breton and forced
the abandonment of most of the western settlements of the
British provinces.

A French fleet successful! y reinforced

Canada with 3500 regulars, thus checkmating the massive
British effort at Louisbourg.

Fort William Henry had been

conquered and destroyed by the ll/larquis d~ Moritcalm and the
French were in undisputed contrc1 l of Lakes Ontario, George

14 W.§j;orical

Becorg .Q.f. .trut .Eo;r;tY.-§econg. 45.
15scot' 9 Magazine.., XVIII (June, 1756)., 302.

16 HistoriGal fulcorg

Q.f..

~ Forty-secong, 46.
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Amherst, General James Abercromby, Colonel John Bradstreet,
and General John Forbes. 20
Louisbourg was the first and largest operation of the
campaign and neither men or supplies were stinted to assure
its success.

Amherst was recalled from Europe to command

the forces and Colonels Lawrence, Whitmore, and Wolfe were
promoted to serve as his three brigadiers.

Fourteen regi-

ments plus five hundred rangers and a train of artillery-a total of 13,142 me11--made the expedition the most ambitious

project yet attempted by the British in borth Arnerica.21
The

largest contingent present in the army was Fraser's

Highland regiment of 1,084 men which was part of James

Wolfe's brigade.

Wolfe had learned to value Highland sol-

diers while stationed in Scotland and considered them "very
useful serviceable soldiers, and commanded by the most manly
crops of officers I ever saw. u22
According to Pitt's timetable the British fleet and the
soldiers for Louisbourg were to be assembled at Halifax by
the first week in Af.,ril, but bad weather delayed Admiral
Boscowen's axrival and it wasn't until

May

28 that the great

armada of fifty-seven ships was able to leave Halifax.

The

unfavorable weather continued and, although the fleet reached

20see map preceding Chapter One.

21F. w. Whitton. Wolfft JW.Si North Ameri,a, 209. See John
s. McLennan., rO!Jisb.gu.g from Its FQUnd§tj.Qp .:t,Q. m. I.ill.
(London, 1918, 262, for a complete listing of the forces
involved in the expedition. The cha:rt is reproduced as
appendix D.
221i.1eLennan, Louisbourg, 241.
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Gabarus Bay immediately west of Louisbourg on June 2, the
sea was so rough that it was not until June 6 that a landing was finally attempted.

The first effort failed because

of the heavy surf and the men were ordered back to their
ships.

Finally, on Thursday, June 8, the weather cleared

arid the surf subsided enough to permit another attenpt. 23

Al though French resistance was s,tronger than had been

anticipated, Amherst did not alter the plan of attack or
change the disposition of his forces.

The fourteen regi-

ments were divided into three brigades -- Generals Whitmore
and Lawrence each commanding six regiments and General
Wolfe commanding Fraser's Regiment, the irregulars and
and Light Infantry and the Grenadier companies from all
thirteen regiments.

The two larger brigades were to pro-

vide diversions and divide the Fench forces while Wolfe
and his hand-pi eked men made the real attack at Fre shwate:r

Cove. the landing zone furthest from the fortress.24

The landing area was defended by a foxce of over 2,000
French and Canadians and a battery of eight cannon was

placed to control the approaches.

As soon as the British

boats came within rar.ge the French fired on them with grapeshot and muskets to such effect that Wolfe actually gave the
signal to retreat.

The signal was misunderstood or ignored

2%eneral Amherst to Pitt, June 11, 1758, Kimball, CorresbQndence Qf Pi:tt, I, 271-276.
24 1vtcLerinan, LQJ.lj.§bourg, 251; Whitton, WQlf,e .ans;! I~orth
America, 210; J. Macky Hitsman, "The Assault Landing at Louisbourg,11 Canagian Histo;cici}l, Reyiew, XXX, No. 4 (December, 1954).

314-336.
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by the subal texns ar.d three boats managed to land enablirig
the Highlanders and Grenadiers to establish a small beachhead.

Others followed and the French were forced from their

entrenchments to the protection of the fortress. 25
Thus, with the loss of less than a hundred men, dead and
wounded, what had been given up as impossible was accom~lished.

The Highland regiment had been in the hottest part

of the battle and had suffered accordingly.

Seventeen of

the thirty-eight dead were from Fraser's regiment as were
forty-one of the fifty-one wounded.

Two of the three officers

killed in the landing were Captain Baillie and Lieutenant
Cuthbert of the Highland regiment.26
The fortress of Louisbourg put up a valiant defense and
only surrendered after a siege of fifty-two days.

Exce~t

for a few minor raids by Canadian militia and Indians on
the rear of the beseiging army. no attempt was made to interfere with the siege.

There was a small sortie but rio assault,

the British contenting themselves with blockading the city. 27
General Wolfe and his gallant Highlanders earned more glory
and a few casualties during the siege by their capture of
the Lighthouse Battery which enabled the British to secure
25whi tton, Wolfe .a.ud. horth ,Aroe;ri&a, 210; Gipson, .Ih§.
Vi~torioµs Xesrs, 214.

26McLennan, L,ouisbgurg, 253-63 includes six journal
extracts from British participants and one French version
of the battle. See also .h COlJlPlete ~i~tpry .Q.f ~ ~ Xl.l.;t.
96-101, for a contemporary account of the landing at Gabarrus
Bay and a list of casualties.
27 Whi tton, Wolfe .and. Noxth Ame:ri ca .... 214.
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the harbor.

The British fleet was then able to enter and

pound the fortress into rubble with its heavy cannon and
the French commandar:t was forced to surrender on July 26,
1758.

The victorious soldiers entered the next day.

Eleven

battle flags were captured, 5,637 prisoners, 120 cannons,
7000 muskets, and 11 ships of war.

The total loss to the

British army during the siege was about 500 killed and
wounded.

The Frasers lost sixty-seven killed and wounded.

Among the dead were Lieuter:ants Alexander Fraser and James
Murray. 28
On the same day the victorious British entered "the

Gibraltar of the horth," a report arrived that the expedition under General Abercromby had suffered a setback' in its
attack against Fort Ticonderoga (French Fort Carillon).

The

report was quickly verified and General Amherst saLl.~d with
four of his regiments to hew York to try to salvage the situation.
General Abercromby had experienced great difficulties

and delays in raising the provincial troops needed for his
expedition and had not been able to leave his assembly camp.

on Lake George until the fifth of July, 1758.

The. army of

6,000 regulars and 9,000 provincials was embarked in 1200
small boats and the flotilla moved in orderly formation up
28.h Complete History su. :tllil Late wax, June, 1758, 101-104;
Gene:ral Amherst to Fi tt, July 27, 11e-,s., Kimball, CorrespoJ1den~e
.Q.f.. Pitt, I, 305-307.
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the lake.

The water was smooth and the weather so fine

that the British force was able to reach the narrow channel leading into Lake Champlain by daybreak of July 6. 29
The plan was to move inland along the western bank of the
channel and attack Fort Ticonderoga from the rear.
The movement up Lake George was made in such an incredibly short time that the French had no idea the English were
in the area.

But the British presence became known when

their advance guard blundered into a Frer:ch detachment.
t'l10st of the French were killed o:r captured but l,iont calm was

warned and drew in his pickets for a siege.30
Instead of continuing his advance, Abercromby ordered
his troops back to the landing place when he lea:rned that
Lord Howe, his friend and second in command, had been killed
in the skirmish in the woods.

The Fench were thus given

time to strengthen their defenses and call in all detachments
and scouting parties.

Ori the evening of July 7 General

De Levi's returned from an expedition against the Mohawks and

added 400 more regulars to the little French garrison.

The

French t:roop s worked all night felling t:ree s and pl acting
stakes and by mid-morning of July 8 felt ready to face the
British assault.31
29Gipson. Il:lil Victorious Xf)ars. 216.
30 Historical

Record

.Q.f.

.:th.a forty-sgcood, 46-27.

31 whitton, Wolfe ..iDJ1 North

Amexica,

216.

-51The conduct of the attack on the French breastwo.rk at
Fort Ticonderoga could be called a comedy of errors except
for the incredible bravery displayed by the British and colonial soldiers and the heroic exploits of the Black Watch.

Gener-

al Abercromby remained several miles to the .rear, and relying

upon the faulty report of a young officer of engineers, decided to attack the entrenchments and tangled abattis of
felled trees with infantry alone.

The cannon and mortars

were left at the landing place and no effort was made to bring
them up. 32

The assault began in early afternoon and continued

until past six o'clock.

The British and colonists hurled

themselves desi-:,erately against the breastwork again and again,
only to be spitted on the abattis or shot down at ~oint blank
range. 33

Four attacks were made in five houxs but were hurled

back with great losses.
When the rnen of Black Watch saw even the Grenadiers and

British regulars hurled back for the fourth time, they refused to ::.:emain in reserve any longer and rushed forward to
join in a last supreme effort.

The fury of the Highlanders

put new life into the weary troops and the final assault nearly
carried the breastwork.

The Scots were able to cut their way

through the tangled mass of the abattis with their heavy
broadswords and the Locaber axes of the sergeants and reached
32Bird, B9 ttle fs;u:
Victoriou§ Years. 216.

a

(;,ontinent, 183-185, Gir, son, I.rut

33whi tton, Wo,l.fe .s.DSi I\ortb Amari ca, 216.
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the breastwork.

But such effort as hacking footholds in the

logs and climbing on one another's shoulders did not suffice

be cause of the fire of the defenders.

ho ladde:rs had been

f'.,rovided. 34

It soon proved impossible_to carry the works although
Cai:,tair. John Campbell and ten men actual! y managed to get
over the palisade where they were promptly bayonetted.

The

Highlanders kept up their attack for several hours and did
not retreat from the breastwork until they received a third
order and saw the army already in retreat.

The remnants of

the .regiment fell back in good order and covered the retreat
of the othe.rs.

Alone of the British and American forces they

brought off all of their wounded and many of their dead.

The

British returned to their camp on the south end of Lake George
in even less time than they had come, losses preventing the
French from pursuing.3~
The casualties suffered at Ticonderoga amounted to 1500
wounded and 550 dead.

By far the greater proportion of the

dead and wounded were British :regulars among whom the Highlandexs suffered the worst losses, their 297 dead and 306 wounded

34Historical Record of the Forty-second, 47; John P. MacL7an,. 1:iIJ. Historical. Acc9ur.t tl 1l:uil. S0:ttle1J1tnt1 .Q.f. .:the. ~c;ot ch
filgh~anders ill Amer1ca P;rtor 12. .1b.t:. ~ 21 i,783 (Glasgow,
1900,. 261. See also C. E. Lart (ed.), ' 0 Ar, Eyewitness Account
of the British Re1-,ulse at Ticonde:roga, 11 CaJ)aciia,n Histgrical
Reyiew,. II, ho. 4 (December, 1921), 360-363.

~

35charles Dickens., "Famous British Regiments," fil. .:tbJt
Aroupg, IX, ho. 227, New Series (AF,,ril 5,. 1873)., 492-98.
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amounting to over half of the regiment.
were placed at about 400. 36

The French losses

Replacements from Scotland quick-

ly restored the Black Watch to fighting strength.

Despite the fact that he still had over 11,000 effective
troops and enough cannon to blast Ticonderoga into the lake,
Abercromby put as much distance between himself and N~ntcalm
as he could.

He quickly embarked his troops and returned to

his fortified camp at the head of Lake George.

In justifying

his retreat to his superiors he claimed that his command had
sustained so "considerable a loss, without any Prospect of
Success, that it was no longer prudent to .remain before it,"
(Ticonderoga) and he therefore judged it necessary for the
brave men, "not to risk total defeat.u37
While Abercromby cowered at Fort George his defeat was
fartially redeemed by the victory of the subsidiary operation
against Fort Frontenac.

Lieutenar.t-Colonel John Bradstreet

with a force of 2500 provincial militia. 300 boatsmen, and
two hundred regulars, made a nearly bloodless conquest of
the important post and captured a great amount of storea.
The plunder included most of the provisions intended for the
French v~stern posts, especially for Duquense.

lk>st of the

two hundred regulars on the expedition were membexs of the

36Gipson, .Ibil.
~

Victorious

Years,231.

37Abercromby to Pitt, July 12, 1758, Kimball, ~rrg3pondQf l:J.:t.1, I, 273-74.
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Black Watch detached from their regiment at Bradstreet's
xequest.3 8

At about the same time General .Abercromby was launching
his impxessive flotilla on Lake George and was marching north
with flags flying and bands playing to attack Montcalm at
Ticonderoga, the third of the major expeditions was leaving
Philadelphia.

The objective of the force of 2000 regulars

and 5,000 provincial troops was to capture the Fench Fort

Duquesne at the forks of the Ohio.

The man chosen to avenge

the disaster of Braddock's extedition was General John Forbes,
a Scottish doctor turned soldier.

His second in command was

Lieutenar,t-colonel Henry Bouquet of the Royal Ame:rican Regiment.

George Washington accompanied the expedition as aide-

de-camp to the General.39
Over half of the regular troops assigned to the Forbes
expedition were Highlanders of Montgomery's regiment.

Ten

companies of the regiment had passed the winter of 1758-59
at Charleston, South Car'0lina.

When they arrived in I-hila-

delphia in response to orders from General Forbes the ten
compar1ies were united with three newly recruited compariies,
bringing the strength of the regiment to 1456.

The new com-

panies arrived in Philadelphia on .March 22, 1759, and many
of them were still sick from a rough Atlantic crossing when
Colonel lvbntgomery and the rest of the regiment arrived on

38 Historical

Record of .:tl:w. Forty-second, 49.

39Gipson, .llw. Victorioys Yfuu:, 247-54.
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hearly a hundred of the new recruits remained in

the hospital when the marching orders arrived and had to
be left behind.40

On June 30 General Forbes marched out of lhiladelphia
with the Highlanders and his artillery detachment.

Des1--ite

the intense summer heat and the bad roads the force reached
Carlisle, 120 miles West of I-hiladelphia on July 4.

Forbes

planned to rest his men for a day and push on to Raystown
where his forces were assembling but he was seized with "a
most violent and tormenting Distemper" which left him "as
weak as a newborn infant. 1141

The illness i:,ersisted for three

weeks and he was not able to leave Carlisle until August 11.
Ir1 the meantime the artillery and supplies, guarded by four

compar.ie s of the Highlanders were sent to Rays town and the
preparations went on ur.der the direction of Colonel Bouquet ;l-2
The distance from Raystown to Fort Duquesne was about
one hur;dred miles and Forbes's forces were able to cut their
road to within forty miles of the fort before the French discovered them.

The French were exi-e cting an attack on Fort

Duquesne in the summer of 1758 but felt themselves secure
when fortified posts and ambushes were set up along Braddock's Road.

Forbes sent out work parties to clear the old

40Forbes to Bouquet, Aug 9, 1758, ins. K. Stevens (ed.),
The Pa:E::ers .o..f-Heriry Bouquet (6 vols.; Harrisburg, l-erinsylvania,
1951), II, 344. See AI,pendix G.
41Halkett to Bouquet, Aug. 10, 1758, Stenens, katrers ~
Bouquet, II, 346. Halkett was Forbes's secretary. His brother
and father were ailbng those killed in Braddock's defeat.
4 2.c,ipson, Ihi. Victorious Years,. 270.
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route and deceived the French into concentrating their defenses to the west while he took a newer and shorter route
and established a line of forts from Raystown to Loyal Hanna.
Here Bouquet consolidated his forces in preparation for an
ant~cipated assault on Fort Duquesne and awaited General
Forbes's arrival.
By

se . . tember

6, General Forbes had reached Fort Loudon

by easy stages in a litter carried between two horses and
was able to inform ~itt that his advance forces had taken
possession of a strong point within forty miles of Fort
Duquesne and were constructing a fortified post.

Forbes

himself did not reach Raystown until SeJ-,tember 15 and was
greeted there with a letter from Colonel Bouquet informing
him of the disaster which had befallen Major James Grant of
the Highlanders and his .raiding party. 43
Major Grant was Montgomery's second in commar.d, a special
favorite of General Forbes and Colonel Bouquet. who was sent
out to reconnoiter the positions and strength of the enemy
around Duquesne.

He was Bi,-parentl y a vainglorious fool

judging from his subsequent actions.

He s~lit his force of

800 men into parties and sent them in different directions

to look for the French and prepare an ambush.

A

1--arty of

fifty men was sent just before daybreak to burn some buildings near the fort to entice the French to come out.

Captain

43forbes to l--itt, Sept. 6, 1758. Kimball., Corre§pondence
of Pitt. I, 336-43; Bouquet to Forbes, Sept. 17., 1758, Stevens.,
Bouquet fakers, II, 513-17.
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MacDonald and a force of about 100 Highlanders were to act
as bait. 44

As they neared the fort, Grant thought to taunt the enemy by advancing with drums beating and the pipes playing
reveille.

The French did not wait to be attacked.

They and

their Indian allies issued from the fort "like a nest of
angry hornets" and in numbers greatly superior to the British. 45
The Highlanders thr€W off their coats and charged sword in
hand and drove them back, but reinforcements from the fort
forced the Scots to retreat.

The Highlanders bore the brunt

of the fighting and most of their officers were killed.

When

N1ajor Grant was captured the survivors retreated in wild disorder, partially covered by
Virginia militia.

the bravery of a detachment of

Of the 800 men who

left Loyal Hanna, 525

finally managed to make their way ·back while the French lost
only eight killed and eight wounded.46
As

was the case at Louisbourg and Ticonderoga, the chief

losses of the second British defeat near Fort Duquesne fell
upon the Highlanders.

Of the 313 British casualties suffered,

the Highlanders lost 197 men and officers killed and some
thi:rty wounded.

Only 162 of the 400 Highlanders who followed

Majo:r Grant returned to Loyal Hanna unscathed.
44 MacLean,
45Gipson,
46 Ibid.,

Scotch Highlangers i.D Ameri"5l,
Il:w. Victorious Years, 269.

270.
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Highlanders were taken prisoner by the Indians who quickly
set about killing them with more than their usual relish
since the Scots had inflicted great losses upon them.

Five

of the prisoners were brought into the fort and tortured
and burned at the stake on the parade ground in full view
of the French garrison. 47
Major Grant sent Colonel Bouquet his version of the battle from his ca~tivity in Fort Duquesne and ended his letter
with the hope that "my being a prisoner will be no detriment
to

my promotion in case vacancies should happen in the army"

and "it's to be hoped that the proper steps will be taken to
get me exchanged as soon as possible. 114 8
Colonel Bouquet at least learned from Gxant 's fiasco that
the French had a strong force in Fort Duquesne and that they
had large numbers of Indian allies in the vicinity.

Fearing

an attack, he ordered the engineers to strengthen the post
at Loyal Hanna ( Fort Ligonier) to enable it to with stand a
seige.

1V'ieanwhile road building and scouting activities in

the direction of Fort Duquesne ceased and on hovember 12,
1758, the expected attack materialized.

Although the French

were beaten off, they managed to beseige the gaxrison of
1500 men and to carry off mo st of the B1:i ti sh livestock.

47 P'eter Ross, J.b&
T
Scot

Gipson, I..h& Victorious

1.D. Ameiica ( 1-...ew York,

Xears,

189 6) , 30;

283.

4 8<3rant to Forbes, Se~t. 14, 1758, Stevens, ~ahers Qf.
Bouguet, II, 499-04.
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General Forbes, somewhat recovered from his illness,
finally arrived at Loyal Hanna on hovember 2 and called a
council of war to decide whether the ex~edition should retreat to Raystown before the winter set in or proceed to
Fort Duquesne.

After carefully balancing the risks it

was determined that Fort Ligonier was to be abandoned and
the army moved back over the mountains.49

The capture of

some prisoners by Washington on the next day gave the
British intelligence that the Canad:\.ans and Ir:dians had
left Fort Duquesne and returned home:, for the winter and
that the fort was dangerously low on supplies as a result
of the capture of the supply depot at Fort Frontenac by
Bradstreet during the pre ceeding July.

Suspecting that the

fort was weakly defended, Forbes decided to make one more
effort and sent Washington ahead with his Virginia Regiment
and a detachment of Highlanders.

The rest of the troops

and the artillery followed close behind.50
The a.rmy encountered no resistance, and on hovember 24
found the Fort abandoned and almost de strayed by the retreating French, the last of whom were disappearing down the river
as the British neared the fort.

The grisly sight that con-

fronted the advance guard took most of the jubliation out of
49See Bouquet's Micute s of the Council of War, t<ov. 11,
1758, Stevens, Fa};dlt§ .Qf Bougµet, II, 598-99, for a statement
of the situation and the arguments for and against advancing
to Fort Duquesne.
50Gipson, The Victorious ):ears, 283.
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the bloodless victory, however.

3efore they retreated, the

Indians had set up lor~ rows of peeled saplings on both sides
of the path leading to the fort.

Atop each pole was the

scalped and partially decomposed head of a Highlander, comi:,lete with gay blue Highland bonnets.
his bloody kilt.

Below each one hung

The Highlanders of the advance force viewed

the scene in stunned silence which quickly changed to murderous fury and a desire for revenge.

Breaking ranks, they

threw down their muskets, and charged toward the fort with
their broadswords "foaming with rage. 1151

The wole army fol-

lowed but when they arrived, the deserted fort and outbuildings were in flames and no enemy was in sight on whom they
could wreak vengeance.
The British flag was soon raised and the fort was formally
cJai.med as a I,,Ossession of the British crown.

The newly re-

built fo:t'tifications were named Fort Pitt in honor of the
chief minister.

The French forts at Venago, LeBoeuf, and

Presque .Isle were spared for another season but it was obvious

(at least with the benefit of hindsight) that the days of
French dominion in the Ohio Valley were ended.

General Forbes

left a small garrison at Fort Pitt, including two companies
from Montgomery's Regiment, and made his way painfully back
to Philadelphia to die.
51 MacLean, Scotch H:i,,gb,landers .i.n America f rior .:t.Q .:the. Feac,e
l:?fil., 267-68; Bouquet to Stanwix, hov. 25; 1758, Stevens,
Papers Q.f Bouquet, II, 609.
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Chapter IV
Frofessor Lawrence Gipson aptly summarized the military
situation at the end of 1758 as the ebbing of the French
tide in horth America . 1

The atmosphere of de spai.r and gloom

which had resulted from the loss of Minor ca, the disaster of
Braddock's ex1-·edition and the abortive Louisbourg expedition
was swept away by reports of a succession of vi·ctories.
Heartening successes in India, Europe, and Africa were climaxed by the capture of Louisbourg and "all England went wild
with joy. 11 2

Even the news of Aberaomby's bloody reJ-iulse

from Ticonderoga did not dampen the general enthusiasm.
l· i tt 's 'system' was vindicated and he was the man of the hour

ar.d "the Darling of the fublic."3
The Parliament that met on l'iovember 23 of 1758 readily
aF,)proved an appropriation of unprecedented size to carry out
fitt's }-,lans for the conduct of the war during 1759.

The

object of the strategy in America was still the conquest of
Canada but now with an important change.

By that time even

George II was ambitious for empire and Canada was intended

lGipson, The Victorious Years. 167.
2o. A. Sherrard,~ ~hatham, 272.
43ipson,

JJ::ut Victorious Yeaxs, 289.

-62to be a pexmanent acquisition rather than a pawr, to exchange for European territory during the couxse of the
peace negotiations. 4

r i tt

chose Iviajor General Jeffrey

Amherst to be Comrnar,der-in-Chief of the King's forces in
Lorth America., "the King having judged µroper that Major
General Abercromby should return to England."~
Pitt's instructions to Amherst for the conduct of the
campaign were received at New York on l'v\arch 14 ar;d the acknowledgement contained the distribution of troops of the
coming campaign.

The immediate objectives were similiar

to those of the pxevious year; a four pronged attack against
Canada, Ticonderoga and Crown Feint, Oswego and hiagara., and
the Ohio Valley. 6

The four separate expeditions were to main-

tain contact and coordinate their movements so that all the
forces could unite for a final drive on Montreal.

The com-

manders appointed by Fitt to lead the four armies were Generals Wolfe, Prideaux and Amherst and Colonel Stanivix. 7

Amherst himself was assigned to attack the Champlain
forts with a force of some 8,000 men, nearly half British regulars.

The army included both Montgomery's Highlanders ( 77th},

who had been ordered from their winter quarters in Philadelphia,

4Gipson.,

.Ihe. Victorious Years, 289.

5 I:i tt to Governors in 1'.iorth America, Sept. 18, 1758, Kimball, Correspondence S2.f. Pit1, I, 354.

6ceneral Amherst to Pitt, March 29, 1759, Kimball, ~ xeskondepce s;u. fitt, II, 78-80.
7Edward i.i. Hamil ton,

1962)., 261 •
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French

s.D.d. Ingiari ~ (hew York,

and the First Battalion of the Royal Highlanders, who had
wintered on Long Island. 8

The expedition left the assembly

point at Fort Edward on June 19 and went into camp at Lake
George three days later.

The second attack on Fort Ticondero-

ga was to follow the same route that General Abercromby' s
force had taken the previous year.
It was not until mid-July that Amherst felt that his
army was ready to attack Ticonderoga.

While the force was

waiting at Lake George the Second Battalion of the Black Watch
reached hew York fresh from the conquest of Guadaloupe a1~
was ordered to proceed to Oswego on Lake Or1tario. 9

The army

finally left the camp at Lake George on July 21 and rowed up
the lake toward Ticonderoga with the Black Watch in the leading boats.

After overcoming slight resistance at the landing

place they reached Ticonderoga and took up positions arour.d
the fort.

The French, having orders not to defend the post

in the face of a serious attack, blew up the fort's magazine
and one bastion and withdrew in the darkness to a stronger
position at Isle-Aux-r,oix.

The British entered the blazing

post and saved what they could.lo
B1v1acLear,, Scotch Highlanders in America, 269. The Royal
Highlanders was the name given to the Forty-second (Black
Watch) Regiment in recognition of their valor at Ticonderoga
and "meritorious conduct on all occasions. 11

1

9Historical Record of the Forty-Sec nd, 55, A second battalion was raised for the Forty-SecondBlack Watch) .Regiment
in July of 1758 in time for the first expedition against Martinique failed despite the valor of the Highlanders but Guadaloupe was ca~tured.
lO Amherst to I- i tt, July 27, 1759, Kimball, Correspondence
.Q.f. 1itt, II, 143.

-64As soon as Ticonde.roga had been secured 1\mherst sent ar,
advance force of Highlanders and Grenadiers to beseige Fort
Crown faint, but when the small garrison the.re learned that
Ticonderoga had been abandoned, they, too, withdrew and the
British entered the fort without losing a man. 11
Amherst immediately set his troops to repairing the two
forts and building boats in an effort to offset the naval
superiority of the French on Lake Champlain.

Ur-,on hearing

of the death of General Prideaux during the capture of Fort
Liagara, Amherst sent word to the Second Battalion of the
Black Watch at Oswego to move to reinforce the army around
l',iag a.ra aLd dispatched General Gage to assume command.

A

messenger arrived on August 4 with news from Colonel VJilliam
Johnson that ~iagara had surrendered.
General Amherst was a cautious and methodical man ar.d it
was not until the second week in October that he felt strong
enough to challenge the four small French warships on Lake
Champlain.

In addition, the French had a strongly garrisoned

fort at Isle-Aux-Noix which had to be taken before the British
could advar:ce to the St. Lawrence.
Fi tt to strengthen Ticonderoga

.:;r

--J

.Amherst had orders from
Crown Poirit in case a

failure by Wolfe at Quebec might allow the French to attack
hiagara and Oswego.

Since control of the lakes was essential

for an advance to the St. Lawrence (as well as to protect the

llAmherst to Fitt, Aug. 5, 1759, Kimball, Corr~spongence
.Qi Pitt, II, 146-48.

-65gains already made), .Amherst did not continue his expedition
until he built a brigantine and a floating battery to protect his whaleboats and bateaux on the trip up Lake Cham1--lain.12

By the time Amherst was able to move north the weather
had turned col and high winds made movement of troops on the
lake extremely hazardous.

Although the French had lost three

of their larger vessels and the way was open, Amherst decided
not to advance further when he learned of Wolfe's victory at .
Quebec.

Since it was too late in the season to attempt to

take lv\ontreal he decided to go into winter quarters.

The

provincials were released first and sent home and .Amherst
himself soon departed for New York with most of his troops,
leaving strong garrisons at Ticonderoga and Crown Point. 13
Five companies of the Black Watch (2nd Battalion) were
left at Fort Edward and a detachment at Oswego while the
Royal Highlanders were marched to winter quarters in Albany.
Montgomery's regiment was sent to New York for the winter,
except for three companies who were part of the permanent
garrison at Fort Pitt.14

Losses among Montgomery's regi-

ment and the two battalions of the Black v.!atch were extremely
light during the campaign.

12cipson, ~
13Hamilton,

The Royal Highlanders lost only

Years, 262.
The fr~nch ..w:lS1. Indian~.
Victorious

263.

1 4 Amherst to f·itt. Dec. 16, 1759, Kimball, Co:rresf:,png~nce

.Q.f

llll, II, 219-25, gives a detailed account of the distri-

butiori of all the British forces for the winter of 1759-60.

-66three dead and four wounded at Ticonderoga and the lakes
and ivior.tgomery' s Highlanders had three men killed and eight
wounded on the campaign and two killed and scalped by Indians
outside Fort fitt.15
Des1-,ite the fact that Amherst wasn't able to take Isleaux-hoix and joiri Wolfe for a march on Quebec., the military
operations in the Ohio Valley and on the lakes were a great
success.

The French were forced to abandon Forts Venango.,

LeBoeuf, and lresqui Isle and to fall back on Fort D'Etroit,
Montreal, Trois Hivieres and the St. Lawrence settlements.
British power was consolidated by the construction of Forts
I-itt, Oswego., and Crown Point and the western settlements
were at last relieved of the constant threat of Indian
raids .16
By far the most important of the campaigns for 1759 was
Wolfe's successful conquest of Quebec.

According to }itt's

timetable the forces earmarked for the Quebec expedition
were to have been concentrated at Louisbourg by A1--ril 20.,
but it was not until May 13 that the troops assembled at
Halifax.

It took two days more to reach Louisbourg and

it was June 4 before the "finest squadron of his i.iiajesty's
Ships that had ever yet appeared in Lorth America" was able
to sail into the Gulf of Saint Lawrence.17
1 5 MacLean, Scotch Highlanders in Americs f riQr .iQ. ..t.h&.
Peace oflrn, 283-88; Amherst to Fitt, October 22., 1759,
Kimball., Correspondence of till., II, 186.

l~ipson, ~ Victoriou:a X~ars, 366; Governor Denny to
Pitt, Aug. 18, 1759., 148, Kimball, Correspondence .Qf Pitt, II,
148.

-67The force consisted of 152 vessels, twenty-two of which
were ships of the line carrying ten regiments, slightly over
8,500 men in all.

The tro9ps were all regulars except six

companies of tough American Rangers,
in the universe" according to Wolfe.

11

the worst soldiers
IL addition, each

company of seventy-five men was f.,ermi tted to take three women
and companies of a hundred were allowed four.

loost of the

men assigned to the expedition were veterans of service in
America and were eager to win new laurels.

The largest of

the ten regiments was the Seventy-eighth, or Fraser's Highlanders, which was fresh from winter quarters in hew York.18
Or. the morning of June 26 the British fleet anchored off
St. Laurent on the Isle of Orleans and Wolfe immediately
landed his a:rmy.

Lever before had such a la:rge battle fleet

sailed up the St. Lawrence, and the French pilots who had
been pressed into service were almost as surprised as Montcalm.
ho attempt was made to oppose the landing, the French having
concentrated their strength on the north ( Beauport) bar,k of
the river.

Montcalm had apparently neglected no possible

landing place .19
Two days after their arrival Wolfe sent General lvlonckton
with the Frase.rs and three other battalions to secure Pointe

l8christopher Hibbert, Wolfe ,Ai Qyebec (Cleveland, 1959),
41; See Ai,-pendix I fo:r a table of troop strength for the Quebec
expedition.

America,

248; c. P. Stacey,
.Qu ebe c, l..122.: 1.bil Sieg@ .a.o.d. ~ Battle, (hew York, 1959 ) , 51 •
l 91A'hi tton, Wolfe s.DJi horth
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Levi opposite Quebec.

The French militia attempted to resist

but were quickly routed when the Highlanders appeared with
their broadswords.

Batteries were then constructed at Pointe

Levi aLd on the tip of the Isled' Orlear;s from which the
British beg an a steady arid de stru cti ve bombardment of the
city.

Wolfe kept his forces de1-1loyed arouLd the city for a

month in the hopes that h'iontcalm would come out to attack,
but the French general was too wise to be drawn out and took
comfort from the thought of the a~proach of the bitterly
severe Car.adian winter. 20
A1-,f.)arentl y Wolfe was be comming desperate by the end of
July be cause he decided to force a landing at d10ntmo:rency
River while General lvtonckton led his brigade, which included
a detachment of Fraser's regimer,t, across the tidal flats
from his camp at Pointe Levi on the south bank of the xiver.
The plar; miscarried because the thi:rteen Grenadier companies
and the 200 Hoyal Americans who were to lead the assault
failed to heed Wolfe's signal.

Instead, they charged the

French positions, arid al though they succeeded in ca.r.rying
the enemy's first line of defense, they we.re traf,ped below
the bluff.

Here they were exposed to a murderous fire from

above and were finally forced to withdraw.

Wolfe sent three

companies of Fraser's Highlanders to cover their retreat. 21

20General Wolfe to Fitt, Se~t. 2, 1759, Kimball, Co 4 .res.Qf Fj,tt, II, 149-58; William Kir.gsford, Histo;ry of
. Canada I IV, 242-50.
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When the bulk of the Grenadiers had withdrawn carrying
their wourided, the Frasers refused to retreat across the
ford until they received assurance that rione of their regiment had been left on the enemy side.

As the tide rose the

Highlanders car:ried off all of their own dead and wounded
as well as many of the Grenadiers.

Wolfe lost 210 killed

arid 230 wounded in the battle and disaster was prevented
only by the coolness and discipline of the Frasers urider

fire.

In the General Order issued the next day they were

given Wolfe's 1-·raise while the Grenadiers were severely
criticized.

Of the 400 Frasers who participated in the bat-

tle, eighteen were killed and eighty-five woundect. 22

After the repulse at N'iontmorency Wolfe was in such a
dispondent mood that he did not know which way to turn, as
he carididl y admitted in a di spat ch to Fi tt dated September

2. 23

Soon after the battle he was inca~acitated by a fever

and gall bladder attack.

As soon as he was ~artially re-

covered he held a council of war with his three brigadiers
and it was finally determined to risk an attack at some

point several miles upriver from Quebec, al though the exact
landing place was not divulged.

The effort was eventually

22<::;ipsor;, Ihe VictoriOUj;i Yea.rs, 399; A Complete History

.Qi. .ihg 1.ill. War, 203; 1\. Doughty and G. W. Parmalee (eds •
.Ihg Sieg§ fil. rusibe s; ill& .:t.llil Bgtj;le .Q.f W. Plains .Q.f .812:r;aham

(Quebec, 1901, IV, 287.

2Jaeneral Wolfe to 1 i tt, Se~t, 2, 1759, Kimball, .w2,I.Pitt, II, 158.

..._e sb-onden~s1 .Q.f
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scheduled fo:r September 13 and the remaining time was S1"Gnt
creating divexsions by ser.di:ig out tunll parties to devastate
the surrounding countryside.

The FraMu.·s took part ,.n this grim work but took no pleas•
ure ir, l t.

r'e:rha}.,'s nMHllOries of the harrying of the Frater

coui,try dtor the unsuceossiul Jacobite :rebellion of 174!>
were too fresh in their mttn10.ri.e1.

Ensign Malcolm Fra$0r

of the Fraser Highlandere k•pt a journal of the entire eamf,aign and his e1rtry fo:r August 23 expretnd di&O:t-f'r"OVal. of

5uch tactics.

Fra1er was with a &mall detachment under

Cai:,;tair,

JJ.oLtgo*ncu·y which destroyed the village of ::~;t. Joach:im and C.8f'"'

tured a nuulbe:r of p:riooners ••a11 of whom the barbarous c31,,tair,
tk>nt902r11u:y. who tom.manded us. orde:::ed to be butdlered i.r: a most

tmhumar and a:uel raar:nor. 11

ELsign Fraser had juet grat".ted

quarter to several of the tien to induce them to turrender. 24

The order for the Highlanders to march to iointe Levi to pre•
pare for the attack on Quebec came as • relief froti iudi 1.u.ccnge1.ial, ur,pleaauu,,t e~loymemt.

Tho time had c;.:u.- either to

attack the eity or give up the atteftl}t ui.til Sf ring. Z>

24t,ialcom Freu-.u.-. ~ract from a ~~rtR.i .lm!&flM !id,,, .:tbt.
;~iege of Quebec, quoted in l..\fcLcuu·,, ~:: ·. · ~~IDAlll ln
Aiae:ri ca, 274. There are a r.ud)er of aecouns ~ the s.iege
~:rlntid in Doughty, :Jlt.1'11 Sil. gud.l&, V,
25Jd:niral sauuJeri was c:oncerned for the safety of' hi&
1hips {his forces ~>.riaed over a quarter of the total strength
of the Brlti•h navy) and had it:formed Vlolfe that he would have
to mow out of the river withir. the week. see 5aui,dcu:e to .Pit),
Ge,.;t. 5, l ~9, ir. Kifiball. '1.G.1:11.~nsilna _gj. .EU:s.. It, 159-16~..

-71Under cover of increased bombardments by the batteries
on Pointe Levi and Isled' Orleans and a diversionary movement by the navy, Wolfe moved part of his army to Gorham's
Post several miles upriver.

Here they were embarked in

boats which had been sent upriver earlier for that purpose.
Several days were spent moving up and down the :river to tire
Colonel Bougainville's strong defensive force.

Bad weather

forced the boats to land and after a day's rest on the south
bank of the river the troops were reembarked.

They then

moved downriver to the Anse de Foulon, later renamed Wolfe's
Cove, where the landing attempt was to be made.

The story

of the events which led to the victory on the Plains of Abraham is too well known to repeat in detail in this parer,
but the contribution of the Highland regiment has not received the attention it deserves.26
The force chosen to make the landing consisted of about
3800 men and included Colonel Howe and his Light Infantry,

the regiments of Bragg, Kennedy, Las celle, and Anstruther,
and a detachment of Frasers.

The little army moved repidly

downstream with the tide in the darkness.
men were in the lead.
hour later.

General Howe's

The second detachment followed an

The boats continued down the .river unchallenged

for several hours until they reached a point just north of
26see Gipson, ~

ford,

Histo*y

122-54.

su.

~ic:torious

~.§.a..

413 et. seq.; Kings-

Canada, IV, 263-84; and Stacey, Ouebec,

-72their proposed landing place.

~

Here they were sharply chal-

lenged by an alert sentry and the entire expedition could
have failed but for much luck and some quick thinking by an
offi ce:r in one of the leading boats-... , member of Fraser 1 s

Highlanders. 27
There is much confusion among historians concerning this
incident and even Doughty and Gipson content themselves with
remarking that a challenge was answered by one of the English officers who knew Frenc. 2 8

The confusion is possibly

due to the fact that the boats were challenged not once, but

at least four times befoxe they reached the Anse de Foulon.29
According to General Townshend the Frasers are· secure in their
honor of having answered the first and most crucial challenge.
When ye first corps for embarkation was passing down
ye h: side of ye River & ye French centires on ye
banks challeng'd our boats, Cap'n Frazer who had
been in ye Dutch Service & Sl='oke French answe,?:ed-la france & vive le Roy, on which ye French Centiuel
ran. along ye Shore in ye dark crying laisser les 0
passer its sent nos Gens ave c le provisions ••.. 3
Several sources mention a similar case of a Fraser captain
replying to a French sentry's challenge in French but attribute

27whitton,

Wolfe and Noxth America, 273.

28Doughty, Sigg§ .!2.f Quebes;, III, 22-25, and Gipson, Ihe

Victo;rious Years, 414.

29 Whitton, Wolfe s.D.S! North Am§rica, 273.
30~

•• 275.
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it to a Ca~tain Donald MacDonald.

It is known that he was

one of the captains of the Light Infantry and that he was in
one of the leading boats.

The incident took place at Samos

Point just before the boats reached the intended landing
place. 31

The first boats were carried past the landing

place and actually went ashore below the path where the
ascent was to be made.

While Wolfe's twenty~four volunteers

were ascending the path. a detachment of Fraser Light Infantry under Captain MacDonald wes working its way up a wooded
precipice by clinging to bushes and trees.

t.tacDonald was

the first man up and the Frasers of his Light Company were
close behind. 3 2
There was a French post manned by a captain and sixty
soldiers at the top of the bluff but the resourceful Fraser
captain succeeded in confusing them long enough for more men
to come up.

By the time the French discovered MacDonald was

not the French officer he purported to be. it was too late
and the post was overrun.

The French fled and Captain Fraser

and his company, who were among the first to reach the top.

were sent to flush the French out of the cornfield behind
the camp.33

Meanwhile General Wolfe came up and ordered

Captain MacDonald to take possession of a group of houses
31.A

Complet~ HistQr¥ s;u. .:the. ~§!e Wa:. 1759, 218; Christo-

pher Lloyd • .Ib.t. C9pture 9.i.. OuebecNew York, 1959). 122-25.

3~

•• 125; Doughty, §i~ge .s2.f Si&ebe...c, III. 205.

33Hibbert, ..wili.e. .n QY§Q§c, 137; Harrison Bird,
for A Cgntinent~.

!}a:ttle

-74fxom which the French were firing on the British troops.

This

was quickly done and the Frasers held the building in the face
of several determined French counter-attacks.

The British con-

tinued to come up the cliff and by dawn they were drawn up in
battle order with their backs to the river facing the St. Foy
road leading to Quebec.34
Wolfe expected an attack from the north and when it did
not materialize he wheeled his line to oppose the French fo:rces
which were taking up positions in front of the city.

The Brit-

ish forces were divided into three divisions under General Nrurray, Townshend, and Monckton, commanding the center, left and
right of the line, respectively.35
The Frasers were given the position of honor in the center
of the line facing the veteran regiments of LaSarre and Languedoc.

According to official returns the British forces

marshalled on the plains numbered 4,828 and the 662 Frase.rs
present were the stxongest British regimental unit on the
field.

The French forces consisted of five under-strength

regular battalions and the militia drawn from Quebec. Montreal
and Trois Rivieres--less than 4,500 troops. 36
34Whitton, Wolfe JlW:i borth l\mgrica, 274; and Kingsford,
.Qi Canada, DJ, 276.

History

35 stacey, Quebec, 138. See Doughty, ~ ~ Qlebec, V,
52, for a map of the troop pispositions on the Plains of
Abraham.
36.A Coropls,te Histoiy ~ .:t.hi .L.A:tA: !A., 224. See Appendix
H for official return of troops at b~ttle before Quebec.
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The battle began with an exchange of sniper fire between
the French sharp shooters and Wolfe's skirmishers and soon
was followed by an artillery duel between Montcalm's three
field pieces and Wolfe's lone six pounder on the Sillery
Road.

Wolfe permitted his troops to lie down as soon as

they were in position and they were partially refreshed
when the French began their advance about ten o'clock.37
The British stood their ground and held their fire as the
French advanced while firing ineffectively and irregulaxly
even before they came within range.

Wolfe had given

11

}:)osi-

tive orders, not to fire a shot until the Enemy should be
within Forty yards of the Point of our Bayonetts, 11 so the
troops waited.3 8
The British began their orderly firing by platoons until
the French were within thirty yards of their line.

By this

time the French formations had broken down and split to the
left and right of the center to avoid the Highlanders.

The

final "general n volley delivered at close range was so effective that a total rout of the enemy immediately insued. 39

The F.rench advance was halted and their line broke and fled,
some towards the safety of the fo:rtress and the rest in the

37stacey,

Quebec, 37.

38rhe .~e;weanj;;-U\aiors Jou:rnal, as quoted in Doughty,
Siege Q.f Ouebec, v. 10.
39.l:M

Quebec., v,

JQurpal
53.

.Q.f .Ma.i.Q.r

l~'tonc;r;ief in Doughty, Sj.pge .Q.f

-76direction of the St. Charles entrenchments.

Wolfe then

charged at the head of his Louisbourg Grenadiers and the
French army was red_u ced to a

11

pani c stricken mob flying

in terror from the bayonets and claymores of the pu.rsurers~ttt40

The battle was not yet over.

Even while the French were

in wild flight before the bayonets of the Grenadiers and the
terrible claymores of the Highlanders, the Canadians and
Indians on the British left were making a stand in the woods
on the right of the British line.

After the Highlanders out-

distanced the rest of the army and pursued the French "to
the very gates of the town" they were ordered to re-form

fronting the town until the rest of the army caught up.

Gen-

eral Murray then joined them and led them north toward the
General Hospital to clear the woods of skulkers.

hear the

St. Charles River the Highlanders were finally halted by

some Canadians hiding in a thicket and suffered numerous
casualties.

It was not until they received reinforcements

from the Fifty-eighth and Sixtieth regiments that they were
able to drive the enemy back to their river line.

Other

small pockets of resistance were wiped out by the charging
Highlanders as quickly as they could form, but not without
more losses. 41

40~Jhitton,

Wolfe .iDS1 ~o.tb Amer1,1. 277.
Fraser, gxtracis il.:run A Jgurnal S2i. ..:t.rut Siege

41Malcolm
of Quebec, in MacLean, ~,ot,h lil,ghlanger.s in Ame;ic§, 274-76.
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Forty-seven men died with General Wolfe at Quebec and
506 were wounded.

The Frasers' loss was eighteen killed

and 131 wounded, three times the casualties of any other
regiment.42

Four of the dead were officers, including

Simon Fraser, a close kinsman of Colonel Fraser.

The regi-

ment was commanded by Captain John Campbell during the battle because Colonel Fraser was still recovering from a thigh
wound which he had received on July 25.

The second-in-

command, Major Clephane., had been left in the hospital in
hew York.

Or.e company of the Regiment (the light infantry)

was with Colonel Howe defending the left flank and other
detachments were apparently left at different posts on the
south bank of the river.
Of the many stories and legends that have grown up a-

round the death General Wolfe on the Plains of Abraham,
several of the more persistent involve members of Fraser's
Highlanders.

One of the four men believed to have been with

Wolfe during his last minutes was a Fraser sergeant named
Donald (or Daniel) MacLeod.43

According to a well known

historian of the British Army, General Wolfe was carried
off the field in the Fraser plaid supplied by Sergeant MacLeod.44

Some credence can be given to the story because

4 2A Conplete Histor~ 9.f. ~ ~ ~ - 230. See Appendix J.
43Lloyd, The Capture .Qf Quebec. 147; Doughty, Siege .2i
Quebec, III, 225.
44 Barnes, The Uniforms~
ment§, 60.

Histpry .2i. ~ Scottish .B.fl9.1-
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of the fact that the same Donald MacLeod was chosen to
accompany Wolfe's body back to England despite the fact
that there were others of superior rank who might have been
given the honor.

MacLeod was seventy-one years old when he

received his wound at Quebec.
The drill sergeant of the Seventy~eighth was apparently
not the only hard fighting ancient in the Highland regiment.
When General Townshend returned to England in the winter of
1759 he took with him another seventy year old sergeant,
Malcolm MacPherson.

MacPherson had distinguished himself

by severing the heads of several Frenchmen during the fighting
at Quebec and attracted General Townshend' s notice.

The gener-

al was greatly illi)ressed by the old Scot and, when they reached
England, presented him to Pitt and later to King George.

The

King was also impressed and granted MacPherson a commission.
According to the Scot's

Magazine

MacPherson's most cherished

~ossession was his sword, a 300 year old heirloom. which he
reportedly took to bed with him every night.45
On the day after the battle the Highlanders set up a
camp and positions on the battlefield and settled down with
the rest of the army to begin seige operations.

When the

city surrendered several days later they were among the first
troops to enter and take up quarters. and they were subsequently one of the regiments assigned to the winter garrison.
45scot's Magazine, XXI (December, 1759), 663.
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The bitter cold and scurvy caused by the unrelieved diet
of salted meat reduced the regiment to an effective strength
of 314 between Septembe:r 18 and March 30, 1760.

One hundred

and six Highlanders died and 580 were unfit for duty.46 Nor
were cold and scurvy the only enemies; the Canadians and
Indians outside the city we.re only kept at bay by the exertion of the Hangers and light inf ant:ry. and the garrison

lived in constant expectation of an attack.

On February

13, 1760, Lieutenant Mc~eil and sevexal soldiers were killed
in a skirmish at Pointe Levi.

Even the tough Highlanders,

their knees covered by stockings knitted by the nuns of the
Ursuline convent, came to dread the tours of duty in the
fortified outposts and longed to be sent to the relative
comfort of the General Hospita1.47
Throughout the winter the garrison received news of an
inpending attack which finally came on Afril 27.

General

M.lrray mustered his troops and, electing to meet the enemy
outside the walls, marched out and formed his army on the
heights of Abraham.

The honor of leading the attack was

given to Captain Donald MacDonald of the Frasers and one
hundred picked men who were to preced the Light Infantry
while the lines were forming.

46MacLean,
47tloyd,

The entire force was quickly

Scotch Highlander§ .in America,
I.bi. capture~ Qyebec, 153.

276.

-80surrounded and all but five were killed before reinforcements could arrive. 48

The battle that was fought is called

the Battle of St. Foy or Sillery to distinguish it from the

earlier one.
The left wing of General Murray's little army was under
the command of Colonel Fraser ar.d consisted of the Highlanders, the Forty-third, and Twenty-third (Welsh Fusilliers).
The Fxasers numbered about 400, mar,y of whom had voluntarily
left the hospital to be with the regiment.

When Murray's

men were forced to withdiaw into the city after a fierce
but short fight the Highlanders we:re assigned to cover the
retreat. 49

The British casualties were nearly double those

of the previous year's battle and fifty-seven of the two
hundred-fifty-seven were from Fraser's Regiment.

Besides

Cai:,::tain MacDonald, the regiment lost Lieutenant Cosimo
Gordon.

Among the twenty-seven officers and one-hundred-

twenty-one er,listed men who were wounded we.re the Colonel,
four of the captains, fifteen lieutenants and six ensigns. 50
As soon as the British had retreated behind the walls of
Quebec DeLevis established his trenches within 600 yards of
the city and prepared for a siege.

48 Doughty, Sieg~.Q.f
4 9.h

Complete History

Quebec,
.Qi.

Ivluxray was well supplied

V, 127.

See Appendix K.

.1rul ~ :li...su., 296; Kingsford,

History .Q.f Canada, DI, 368-69.
50,viacLean,

Scotch Highlande:i;s ill hnei,:ica. 277.

See

Af-,pendix K for Murray's official report to Pitt on the state
of his Garrison ar.d a list of dead and wounded.
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with arms and ammunition and was able to repulse the French
attack on the walls.

The final determination rested upon

whether the Blitish or the French supply ships reached Quebec
first.

On May 17 ships flying the Ur.ion Jack appeared in the

river and the French abandoned their entrenchments and retreated to Montreal.

Murray and his army pursued but were

ur,able to overtake them.

The attempt to retake Quebec was

the last important offensive effort of the French in Canada.
During the spring of 1760, while he was engrossed in his
plans for the conquest of Canada, General Amherst received a

letter from Governor Lyttleton of South Carolina urgently requesting troops.

A

peace had been signed with the Cherokees

in late December of the preceding year but "the Indians had

renewed their hostilities, and slain a very considerable
number of his Majesty's Subjects •.•• 51

Amherst immediately

dispatched Colonel N~ntgomery with six companies of his
Highlanders and an equal number from the Second Battalion
of the Royal Americans to march to South Carolina, strike a
blow, and return.

W~jor Grant, the author of the defeat near

Duquesne in 1759, went along as second in command. 52
The troops embarked from their winter quarters at hew York,,
reached Charleston on April l, and then marched inlar;d to Fort

l\inety-six to await .reinforcements.

On June 1 the army crossed

51General Amherst to Pitt, ~~rch B, 1760, Kimball,~Pit!, rr, 263.

~espondence S2.i

52~.; Hamil ton, Ib!1

Frens;h .i.ill!

Ind;i.§n ~ . 336.

-82the Twelve-mile River and moved against the Cherokee town
of Little Keowee.

The Indians were taken by surprise and

Montgomery ordered every man put to the sword.

Early the

next morning they reached Estatos and. finding the Indians
had fled. reduced the town to ashes.

The other villages of

the Lower Nation were also destroyed and pillaged and the
Indians fled to the mountains.

Montgomery then dispatched

a letter to General Amherst telling of his success against

the Indians.53
N~anwhile the aroused Cherokees surrounded Fort Prince
George and Montgomery marched to its relief, forcing the
Indians to withdraw.

From Fort f, rince George he opened

communication with Fort Loudon and sent offers of peace to
the Indian towns.

When these were rejected he decided to

march across the mountains and punish the Cherokees living
there, the fierce Overhills.

The march began on June 24 and

the Indians dese.rted their towns as the British approached.

On the afternoon of June 27 the army was within five miles
of the Cherokee town of Etchowee when they were ambushed. 54

The Rangers leading the column walked into the tra}:; and
most of them were killed or wounded.

The Highlande.rs were

then ordered up and their charge forced the Indians to retreat
5 3<3eneral Amherst to Pitt, April 28, 1760:. Kimball, &.su:respondence Ai J2itt, II, 279-83.
54 MacLean,

Scotch Highlangers in America,

285.

but they continued to snipe at the army until it reached

Etchowee.

The British loss in the fight was twenty killed

ar.d seveLty-six wourded.

Of these the Highlanders had one

sergt1H.u1t ar,d six privates killed 1nd twenty-nine wounded ..

After .resting fox a day at Etchowee the British abandoned
the town in the da1:kness and retreated f :rom the rnour,taih& 11

not ?'$Sting ur.til they r•ached War Woman's Creek twenty-

five miles to the east.

By J'uly l they had ~eached the

safety of Fort i rinee George. 55

i1110t,t9omery afparently believed he had fulfilled the lettex of General Amherst ts i.i,structions and determined to with•
draw his forces.

Fearing certain repral$als by the Che:r.okees.

the General Assembly of ~:outh Carolina persuaded him to leave

a gar:rison of 400 men at Fort Loudon ur,der Captain l aul Detnere.

Leaving the province to its feta. Mor,tgoraery left Cha:tleston
with hi$ txoops and sailed to Halifax by way of 1 ew Yo:rk.
At abf;ut the same t:lme i,;icmtgome:ry was 1-·xepar:i.ng to raarch

to the relief of Foxt i .r:ir:ce George in ~1cuth C$rolir,a. Ger,eral Amherst was leaving his supply base at Albar,y imd moving
toward Oswego.

His supply depots tt Crown l 1oint ar:d 06Wego

had beer, :ready by the El?nd of May but he was forced to delay
u:..til the t"rovi:ncial troops arrived.

.Ir. order to speed up

the operat.ton i\inherst had .-reviou$ly sent two :regiments from
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Louisbouxg to strengthen General Murxay at Quebec and had
started four regular regiments and the provincial troops

of Massachusetts, l\ew Hampshire, and Rhode Island under
command of Colonel William Haviland to Crown Point.

For

the operations on Lake Ontario he allotted four regiments,
both battalions of the Black Watch, the six companies of
lvlontgome:r:y' s Highlanders, and the Connecticut, l',,;ew York, and

~ew Jersey provincials. 56
Amherst finally left Albany on June 19 and reached Oswego on July 9.

He was again forced to wait and it was not

until August 9 that all of his forces were :ready to move
toward the St. Lawrence.

On August 10, according to plan,

Amherst and Colonel Haviland left their posts at Oswego and
Crown f'oint and moved northward.

General Nk.lrray was already

on his way up the river by boat, pacifying and disarming the
inhabitants on the way.

Haviland succeeded in destroying

the French vessels in the Richelieu River on the 23rd of
August and all that stood between his army and that of General Murray was the Fort of Isle-Aux-Noix and the post at
St. Jean.57

Isle-aux-hoix cal-'i tulated at noon on August 28, Colonel
Bougainville and most of the garrison having escaped the night
56Gene.ral Amherst to Pitt, May 19, 1760, Kimball, Cor.xespondence
Lill, II, 287-80. See Appendix L for official
return of Amhe.rst's forces.

su.

57Gipson,

The v~ctoxious Yea.s,

451.
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before.

All that remained of French power in Canada was

concentrated at N10ntreal.

The entire country was suffer-

ing because of several bad harvests and the devastation
of the British armies.

The disheartened, starving peas-

antry were no longer willing to serve in the militia and
had deserted in large numbers, no longer held by fear of

the Indians.

The only effective military force left to

General de Levis was about 2,000 troops, the pitiful remnarits of ten proud French battalions. 58

By the end of August the three British armies were converging on the Island of Montreal and by Se~tember 6 had
taken up fiOsi tions around the city.

The overwhelming

British forces of 17,000 made the fall of the city only a
matter of negotiation and Colonel Bougainville was snet to
ask the terms of surrender.

On the morning of September 8

Governor Vaudreuil signed the axticles of capitulation which
ended the war in horth America and turned over Canada to the
possession of the British crown.59
De

Levis ordered his troops to burn their colors, "to

spare them the hard conditions of hanc ing them over to the
enemy. 11

The French battalions then stacked their.weapons

in the Place d'Axmes and the British troops marched into the
city on September 9. 1760.

58 King sford, Histoxy SU.

Canada.

IV, 401

59~., 417-33, for a complete text of the articles of
Gapitulation.

Chapter V
The fall of Montreal marked the end of the fight for
Canada but the final fate of the country was yet to be determined on the battlefields of Gexmany, India, the West
Indies, and on the high seas.

Geueral Amherst's army went

into winter qua.rters early in 1760 but for them the war was
not yet over.

The Second Battalion of the Black Watch re-

mained at Montreal while the First Battalion accompanied
General Amherst as far as their old quarters at Albany.
M:>ntgomery 's Regiment, less the two companies in the garrison at Fa.rt Pitt, wintexed in Nova Scotia while the Frase:rs
remained in Quebec. 1
In January of 1760 Pitt sent General Amherst a letter in

which he included instructions for a campaign against the
French island of Martinique,

11

not to be made until after the

Hurricane Months," or about the end of ~.>eptember.2

The prep-

arations for the final assault on Canada absorbed all of Amherst's available resources and he was unable to follow Pitt's
instructions in the fall of 1760.

The instructions were re-

peated in January of 1761 and Amherst was ordered to provide

---------------------------lGipson, 1lw. Victorious Years, 467.

2Fitt to General Amherst, January, 1760, Kimball, .Q.s;u:respondence of Pitt, II, 246-50.
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2,000 troops from the garrisons at Albany and Halifax. 3
Amherst received the instructions on February 26 and
immediately sent orders to General Whitmore and Colonel
Montgomery at Hal if ax to move his 349 men to Lew York to

await transport to Guadaloupe.

A detachment of about 500

of Montgomery's regiment which had already received orders

to accompany an expedition against the Cherokees was ordered
to rejoin the regiment in l'(ew York. 4 Montgomery's men we.re
ready to embark by the first of April but due to bad weather
the fleet was not able to sail until Af..,ril 26.

The txans-

1,,orts carxying the detachment of Montgomerys fxom South Carolina met the fleet at sea and "all was well. 115
On May 14 Amherst received ordexs to increase the size of

the expedition against Maxtinique and orders were issued for
five mo.re regiments from Mont:real, Quebec and hova Scotia to
assemble at hew York.

The Second Battalion of the Black Watch

was instrLcted to proceed from its quarters at .Montreal to
Crown Poir:t to await ordexs.

N1eanwhile the fixst expedition

reached Guadaloupe arid a force of 700 men,. including the de-

tachment of lv1or.tgomery' s Highlanders from South Carolina, was

3f,itt to General Amherst. January 7, 1760, Kimball,~-xeskondence "2.f. l:.i:t.i, II,. 384-387.
4Genoral Amherst to Pitt,. February 27, 1761, Kimball,~403-406.

5..Jl?ig., May 15, 1 761, Kimball, lm.d,., 435.
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oxde:red to Dominica to conquer the island before the main
expedition a:rri ved.

The force under Lord Rollo reached

the island on June 6 arid within a month succeeded in pacifying it. 6
The main force for the eXf-·edi tion against Martinique
left Sandy Hook on l,ovember 19 and reached Barbadoes late
in Decembe:r.

The men assigned to the expedition included

eight regular regiments as well as both battalions of the
Black Watch chosen for the task because of the "sobriety,
abstemious habits, great activity, and capability of bearing the vicissitudes of climate,, of the Highland soldiers •.•• 117
It wasn't until Januaxy of 1762 that the combined forces left
Caxlisle Bay on Barbadoes and sailed toward Jvlartinique,
reaching there on January 15,

The landing was made at Cas

des Lovieres Bay ar;d after some severe fighting the fortress

of Marne Tortasson was ca~tured.

Three days later the French

attack from the difficult height of Marne Garnier was rei:,ulsed with great J.osses and the enemy was FUrsued to their
own lines. 8

6John Fortescue, ,A History .Q.f

London, 1910), II, 112.
7Historikal

P&&ord

.Q.f.

w_

I:}ritish ..8l1ft:/.. {13 vols;;

.:t.o.e.. forty-second, 46.

w

8 Lawrence H. Gipson, ~ Gxeat "Y:f.s.I. .f.Q...
!;IDPiI.e: ~
Culmination, 1761-1763, Vol. VIII, The British E§Tire ]2eforj
American Revolution (13 vols.; hew York~ 1949, 189-93.
re after cited as Gipson, The Culmination J.

[he

-
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The Highlanders drew their swords, rushed forward
like furies, and being supported by the Grenadiers
ur:der Colonel Grant, and a j)arty of Lord Rollo's
brigade, the hills were mounted, the batteries
seized, and numbers of the enemy unable to ~scape
from the ra~idity of the attack were taken.
The French troops retreated and the militia fled, as they
had at Guadaloupe in 1759, rather than face the broadswords
of the Scots. 10

The French governor was obliged to surrender

early in February.
The combined losses of the two battalions of the Black
Wat ch amounted to two officers and thirteen enlisted men
killed and ten officers and seventy-six men wounded.

The

losses of Montgomery's Regiment were also light, amounting
to only five killed and twenty-eight wour;ded.11

The final objective of the British forces in the West
Indies was the conquest of Havana ar~ the remainder of Cuba.
Sp air: had recently been induced by France to de cl are war on
England.

Under the command of the Earl of Albemarle, who

had arrived from Er.gland with reinforcements, the army left
Iv'1artinique and landed in Cuba on June 7.

The city of Havana

was ~rote cted by the imposing Moro Castle and the British
forces suffered great hardships before it could be taken by

9Hist.o.rical Reco:rd Qi ~ forty-Secong, 57.
10 scot's

Magazin,e,

XXI, (June, 1759), 322, for an account

of the conquest of Guadaloupe.
llMacLean.,

Scotch Highlanders

in

1\rnerica-

283-88.
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But the loss of the fortress forced the city to

surrender on the same day • 12
The Black Watch lost only six men killed ar;d fou.r wounded
in the siege and the assault, but the losses caused by the
climate wexe severe.
tropical diseases.

Eighty-three men died from fever and
,The two battalions combined lo st almost

200 men iri the We st I1,dies and it was decided that the able

men from the Second Battalion be transferred to the First
and the surplus men, together with the sick and wounded,
be taken to England where many were discharged and the remainder of the battalion disbandeJ a year later.13
As soon as the island of Cuba had been secured the bulk
of the troops were ordered to :return to 1,ew York.

Arriving

late in October, the Black Wat ch then consisting of a single
battalion,. was ordered to proceed to Albany for the remainder
of the winter.
Long Island.

fAontgomery 's Highlanders were billeted on
Here they joined two compariies of their regi-

ment which had been sent with a detachment of Fraser's Highlanders and some other troops to retake St. John's, Newfoundland, from the French.

The :reconquest of St. John's

I-,roved to be the last military enterprize undertaken against
the French in 1,orth i\meri ca .1 4

1 2cipson, Ih§. ~ulmination, 265.:.68.

13Histoxical Recorg .Qf. 1hfJ. f.Qxty-second, 57-59.
1 4 Kingsfo.rd,

History

.Q.f

Qanasi,a. IV, 294.
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The p.:reliminaries of peace were signed on hovember 3,

1762, at Fountainbleu and the peace itself at 1-'a:ris on
Feb.:ruary 10, 1763.

By the terms of the treaty Great

Britain obtained Canada, ~ova Scotia, and Cape Breton
as well as the \Nest Iridian islands of Dominica, Tobogo,
St. Vincent, and Granada.

Minorca was restored to Eng-

land and the British conquest of Senegal was ratified;
ar:d France agreed to maintain no troops and .raise no

fortification in Bergal.

From Sfain Britain received West

Florida in return for Havana.15
France lo st all of Lor th Juneri ca except the fisheries
of St f ierre and Miquelon, having ceded Louisiana to Spain

as compensation for the loss of West Flo:rida.

Guadaloupe,

Martinique and Sair,,t Lucia were returned, however, and the

F.:reLch in Canada guaranteed free exercise of their religion.

In Europe the territorial situation was to be returned to
what it was after the Treaty of Utrecht.1 6
Thexe was g.reat opposition in England to the favorable

treatment of France but the·new ministry of the Earl of
Bute used bribery and intimidation with such success that
the treaty passed Parliament by an overwhelming majority.
One of the first actions of the Bute ministry was to .revert

to the old policy of immediate reduction of the army and r,avy.

15Gipson, ~ £illlmin~tion, 309-10.
16rbid,.
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It was decided that all regiments numbered above seventy
were to be disbanded as quickly as µossible to avoid unnecessaxy expense.
By the end of 1763 there were eleven Highland Regiments in

the British service besides the Black W~tch, but only two of
the others, Fraser's and lv\ontgomery's, served in horth Ame:rica.
Four of the Highland Regiments were raised and disbanded in
1763 and saw no active service while the other five served in
Europe and India.

All of the Highland regiments except the

Forty-second bore numbers higher than seventy ar;d were dis-

banded as soon as the treaty of peace was signed.1 7

The

Forty-second suffered the fate of most other British regi-

ments and was reduced to peacetime strength.
The soldiers in the regiments serving in America wexe
given the choice of returning to Scotland for discharge or
remaining in America.18

There is no indication of any

mustering-out pay or bonus for the rank and file of the dis- ·

banded regiments, but the commissioned officers were .retired
on half pay for life.

Those men and officers who chose to

remain in America were granted land according to their military rank and settled in Ontario and the Maritime Provinces

17 Adam, Clans,
Highlands, 2as.

Septs, ~ Begiments fJ.i .t.bi.

Scottish

18 MacLean, Scotch Hj.ghlanders in f\m.e;i;ica, 289,

-93of Canada. 19

There are no figures available for lv\ontgomery' s

Regiment but it has been asserted that well over three hundred
men from Fraser's Regiment remained in Canada. 20

It has been estimated that 65,000 Scots enlisted in the
British army between 1740 and 1763 and that the majority of
those were Highlanders. 2l
well known.

The value of their services i's

Less well known, however, is the cynically dis-

honest, and often unjust, treatment that , the British government accorded the eleven Highland regiments when their services
were no longer needed.

Soon after the :regiments were dis-

banded the editor of the Edinburgh

Advertise.:

observed:

Were not the Highlanders put upon every hazardous
enterprise, where nothing was to be got but broken
bones, and are not all these regiments discarded
now but the 42nd'? The Scots Colonel who entered
the Moro Castle ( Lieutenar,t-Colonel James Stuart)
is now reduced to half pay, while an English General, whose service was the occasion of the death
of many thousands of brave men (Lieutenar:t-General
the Earl of Abermarle), is not only on full pay,
but in possession of one-fifth of the whole money
gained at Havannah.22

19w. s. Rattray, I.rut Ss;ot in B;r;:itis,h l.orth A;;nerj.ca (Toronto,
1880), 254. Lieutenant Colonels were entitled to 1200 acres,
majors 1000, captains 800, subalterns 500, sergeant majors
and quartermasters 300, sergeants 200. and privates 100. See
Robert England, "Disbanded and Discharged Soldiers in Canada
prior to 1914, 11 Cgrngdian His;toricaJ, .ftivtew, XXVII, No. l
(W~rch, 1949), 10.

20w. s. Wallace, "Some hotes on Fxasers Highlanders,n
Canagiap }Jj.,storis;;al,B.eview, XVIII, No. 2 (June, 1937), 134.
21Adam,. Clans,
Highl,ande;,;s, 281.
22.1Ju.g.

s~rnts, .iW.si Bggiments

Qi.

w.

§cottish

-94He might have added that a soldier's ~ay amounted to eight
cents per day, most of which he never say, and that many
Scots were discharged without a shilling in their pockets.23
In 1766 in one of his most famous speeches,Pitt, reflecting the changed public attitude, extolled the service of the
Highlanders and reminded Parliament that it was he who
sought for merit wherever it was to be found, it is
my boast that I was the first minister who looked
for it and found it in the mountains of the north.
I called it forth and drew into your service a hardy
and intrepid race of men, who when left by your
jealousy became a prey to the artifices of your enemies, and had gone nigh to have overturned the state ••••
These mer. ••• served with fidelity as they fought with
valor, and conquered for you in every part of the
Worlct.24
In 1756 he had privately justified the raising of Highland regiments on the ground that "they would do well in North America,
and it would be a drain and not many would return. 11
also inclined to think the measure would

King George

11

Fitt was

gain the Scotch. 11 25

II. or "wee Geordie" as he was derisively called

in the Highlands, also disliked and distrusted the Highlanders

as did King George's son, William Augustus, the Duke of Cumberland.

One of the conditions they imposed upon the raising

23Edward E. Curtis, .Ibg 0:rgapization 9.i. ~ Bri:tish &JA'i
.iD. .:t.ba. American Rexglytj.on, 22-3. See also "An Address in
Favor of Disbanded Soldiers," Sc;ot's Mj!gazine, XX (May, 1763),
245-50.

24 This quote appears in many works. The version used
here is from MacLean's, Scotsh Highlanders ill Ameri.£A.a,. 308.
25 Julian Corbett, E1;t.1 ~ !bi. S,gyen

Years J/.sL.

I, 152.
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of Jacobite troops was that the regiments be sent to Ameri•
ca as quickly as possible. 26

Cumberland had on several

occasions in 1746 been in a position to appreciate their
fighting abilities and gravely disapproved of allowing them
to assemble in large numbers under former Jacobite officers.
General Wolfe was also a veteran of the Jacobite Rebellion
and was stationed in the Highlands for several years.

He had

at that time no use for the Scots and wrote to his father in
1749 about the "villanous nature of the inhabitants and the
brutality of the people in the neighborhood. 11 27

However, he

maintained a healthy respect for the soldierly abilities of
the Highlanders.

Writing a friend stationed in l\ova Scotia

in 1751 he set forth his views.
I should imagine that two or three independent
Highland companies might be of use.... They are
hardy, intrepid, accustomed to rough country, and
if they fall, how can you better employ a secret
enemy than by making his end conducive of the common good?28
Wolfe never learned to like the Highlanders but six years later he was leading them to victory and praising their steadiness and courage.
26Barrington to Cumberland, July, Stanley Pargellis, MiliAffairs ill Noxj;h America. 1748-1765, (New York 1936), 381.
See also the postscript to Barrington's letter to Cumberland
of August 16, 1757, ~ •• 395.

~

27whitton, Wolfe AWi North America, 143.
281..bi,g., 142. Also quoted in Brian Connell,~
Year~, 146.

Savage

-96The British policy of disposing of the unwanted Scottish soldiers by settling them in l\orth America eventually

proved to be more farsighted than generous?9 The majority
of the Scottish Highlanders who came to America remained

loyal to the British crown during the American Revolution
and se.rved as a buff er to protect Canada.

This was par ti cu-

larl y true of the former membe.rs of the disbanded Highland

Regiments.

Wallace Notestein would attribute this loyalty

to the "medieval" outlook of the Highlanders. 3o Most of
the disbanded soldiers clung together in compact settlements which included their forme:r officers and social superiors.

The leaders found it possible to extract concessions

from the British government in retu:rn for promoting loyalty
among their clansmen.
When the American Revolution broke out the Scots in
Leva Scotia, hew Brunswick, and Lower Canada formed a regiment of two battalions of 740 men and offered it to the
British government.

The officers and men of the regiment,

known as the 84th or Royal Highland Emigrar,ts, were recruited
chiefly from among the ex-soldiers of the Black Watch, Fraser's
and .Montgomery's regiments.

To the Royal Highland Emigrants

must go the credit for maintaining British control of Canada. 31
29 Adam, ~

Highlands, 281.

Qlans, Septs JlD£! ReqiP1Qnts S2.f. .t.b.i. Scotti§h

30 wallace hotestein, 1.h.ii, ~

J..o

H,j,sj;o;ry, 187.

31 Rattray, .Ib.g_ .§.&.Q.:t. .j.n B.;itish 1-.orth America, 254-56. See
also chapter XIII of MacLean's, ;:acotch Highl,smders ill &uxica,
309-76.

-97After the Treaty of 1'aris in 1763 the British government reduced the army to 48,000 by disbanding all regiments
numbered above seventy and :reducing the remaining :regiments
to 477 men each.

The land forces were kept at 48,000 until

1775 when the exigencies of the American War necessitated
an expansion.

Between 1775 and 1786 the British army was

increased to 110,000, of which nearly 56,000 served in America ar:d the West Indies. 32 Due to the ur,populari ty of the war
s-

bo th in England and Ireland the government experienced greater diffi cul ties in securing recruits and replacements in
1776 than it had in 1756.

Pgain Scotland became the most

fertile field for recruits.
Soon after the outbreak of hostilities in America in
1775 the British government decided to re-raise Fraser's
Highlanders.

Since Fraser's },opulari ty among the Highlanders

had enabled him to raise a regiment ( the 78th) in 1757 it
was felt that, since his estates had been restored in 1772,
he could raise even more troops in 1775.

Within ten weeks

Colonel Fraser was able to raise a regiment of two battalions
each numbering 1700 men.

The regiment reached America in

Jur,e of 1776 and served with distinction under General Cornwallis until his surrender in 1781.33
Besides Fraser's Seventy-first Highlanders and the Royal
Highland Emigrants (84th) three other Highland regiments
32curtis, I.rul Organization .Q.f. ~ ,aritia,h &JJJY .ill .:the.

Al,njr~can Reyolytion, 50.

33Adam, .1ll§. Claps,
Highlangs. 293-95.

Sept§ s.nd. Regiment§ .Q.f. ili .Scottish
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served in America during the American Revolution -- the
Black Watch or Royal Highlanders (42nd), the Argyle Highlanders (74th), and MacDonald's Highlanders (76th).

When

the war was over the regiments numbered about seventy were
again disbanded. 34
From the French and Indian War until the present day
the Scottish Highlande.r Regiments have constituted the
flower of the British army.

The list of their battle honors

includes nearly every British victory from 1756 to the Korear, War.

Whenever Britain has gone to war the Highlanders

have flo eked to the colors "ready to fight the battles of
Engl and in every clime. 11 3 5

The distinguished service rendered

by the three Highland Regiments in the French and Indian War

has been described in this paper.
In the garb of old Gaul, with the fires of Old Rome,
From the heath covered mountains of Scotia we come;
Where the Romans endeavoured our county to gain,
But our ancestors fought and they fought not in vain.
Quebec and Ca~e Breton, the pride of old France,
In their troops fondly boasted till we did advance,
But when our claymores they saw us produce,
their courage did fail, and they sued for a t.ru ce •••• 36
The gallant bravery of the other troops, both regular and
colonial, who served in the war is freely acknowledged, but

34curtis,

lli qrganizs;1:tion

.Q.f

.:t.bi. British ~ .i.n .:t1li. Ameri-

can Revolution, 72-74. Thirty-five new regiments were added to
Tiie British Army, between 1775 and 1781. Over half were raised
in Scotland and at least ten in the Highlands.
35 MacLean., Srcgtc;h H~ghlande,rs

36 Ibid., 157.

1u ~+~ca, 254.

-99it is not unfair to claim that the lion's share of the
glory was :reaped by the Highlanders.

The Highland regi-

ments pa:rtic:Lpated in every major battle after 1756 and
were the boldest in attack. the fiercest in close combat

and the last to retreat.

Consequently, they suffered

much greater casualties than the other regiments, both
numerically and in proportion to numbers engaged.

Pitt's

"half-dreaded" 1--olicy of raising entire regiments from among the formerly disaffected Highland clans paid magnificand dividends.

~pendix A
Extract of S~eech by King George II
in Parliament on December 2, 1756*

The succor and preservation of America cannot
but constitute a main object of rrry attention and
solicitude; and the growing danger to which our
colonies may stand exposed from the late losses
in these parts, demand resolutions of vigor and
dispatch ...• An adequate and firm defense at home
must have the chief place in my thoughts •••• To
this end ••. I recommend the forming of a militia to
the care and diligence of my Paxliament •••. The
calamities it threatens the Franco-Austria Alliance must sensibly affect the minds of this
new and dange:rous crisis.... The body of my
Electoral troops which I ordered hither at the
desire of my Parliament, I have directed to return to my dominion in Germany, returning with
pleasure on the spirit and zeal of my people in defense of my person and realm. Gentlemen of the
House of Commons ••• ! rely on your wisdom that you
will prefer more vigorous efforts to a less effectual and therefore less frugal plan of war.

*Corbett, England in~

Seven Years~.

I, 152.

Appendix B
Clipping from London Gazett, January 22, 1756*
"The King has been pleased to appoint the following gentlemen to be officers in
the two Highland Battalions to be forthwith raised:

First Battalion
Lt. Col.
Majors

Captains

77th
Archibald tJlontgomery
James Grant
Alexander Campbell
Hugh Makenzie
Alexander Mackenzie

Second Battalion
Lt. Col.

Major

Captains

Roderick Makenzie
William MacDonald
John Gordon

Cai-,t. Lt.
Lieutenant

George lvl.lnro
Alexander Macintosh
Alexander MacDonnell
James Grant
Robert G.rant
Colin Campbell
_ _ _Ivlacnab
Duncan Bayn
l\icholas Sutherland
Hugh Gordon

Charles Farquarson

Cosimo t,..{acmartin
Donald Campbell

Alexander Mackenzie

James Duff
William Mackenzie

Capt. Lt.
Lieutenant

78th
Simon Fraser
James Clephane
John Ca~bell
Thomas Fraser
John Ma cPhe:r son
John Campbell
Simon Fraser
Donald MacDonald
John MacDor1ald
Charles Baillie
John Fraser
John Fraser
Archibald MacDonald
Simon Fraser
Ronald MacDonald
John MacDougal
Cha:rles MacDonnell
Alexander MacDonnell
Simon Fraser
Hector Macdonald
H.lgh Cameron
Simon Fraser
Wm. Macdonald
Wm. Mactavish

First Ilattaliori

Second Battalion

L.ieutenar.t ( cont.) Roderick Mackenzie

_____Macdonald

Ensign

Hei<ry M..lnxo
Archibald Robertson
William Haggart
Alexander Gran.t
Ronald i\iiackenzie

Lieutenant ( co Lt.)

Hay Macr1ie

.Alexar.der Fraser
Donald Maclear1
Er.sign

James Grant
William Maclean

Chaplai1,

Surgeon
Adjutant
Qua.rtermaster

*·Scot's ~azine,

James Fraser
Alexande:r MacLeod

Simon Fraser
Archibald Macallister

William Fraser
James Fraser

_ __....,Macnab
Lewis Houston
_ _ _i.iacdonald
George Munro
All an Stewart

iU.lar. Stuart
Evar1 Cameron

Lachlan Maclachlar.

Lachlan Cllisholm

Donald Stewart

Alexander Montgomery

John Mllrrar

Chaplain
Surgeon
Quartermaster

XIX (Jar.uary, 1757), 55.

John Fraser
Robe rt Macpherson
John Aiaclea1:

John Fxaser

Ai:,per,dix C

Officers of the Forty-Second (Black Watch) at
Greenock before embarking for America, June, 1756*
RAhK
Colonel
Lt. Col.
Niajor
Captain

Ca}, t. Lt.

Lieutenant

Ensign

Chaplain
Adjutant
Quartermaster
Surgeon

hAME

Lo.rd John Murray
Frances Grant
Duncan Campbell
Gordon Graham
John Riad
John IvicNeile
All an Campbell
Thomas Graeme
James Abercromby
John Campbell
John Campbell
William Grant
Robert Gray
John Campbell
George Farguharson
Colin Campbell
James Campbell
Sir James Cockburn
Kenneth Tolme
James Grant
James Graham
Hugh McPherson
Alexander Turnball
Alexander Campbell
Alexander Mcintosh
James Gray
William Baillie
Hugh Arnott
John Sutherland
John Small
Archibald Campbell
James Ca!I'{-lbell
Ar chi bald Lamont
Duncan Campbell
George McLog an
Patrick Balneaves
Patrick Stuart
No:rman McLeod
George Campbell
Donald Campbell
Adam Ferguson
James Grant
John Graham
David Hepburn

DATE OF COM£11USSION
AI- r . 25 , l 745
De C. l 7, 1 755

De c. l 7., l 755
June 3, 1752
June 3, 1752
Dec. 16, 1752
Nia.r ch 15, 1 755
Feb. 16, 1756
Feb. 16, 1756
Ai-, r . 9 , l 75 6
Feb. 16, 1756
.May 22, 1746
Aug. 7, 1746
May 16, 1748
Mar. 29, l 750
Feb. 9, 1751
June 3, 1752
Mar • 15, l 755
Jan. 23, 1756
Jan. 24, 1756
Jan. 25, 1756
Jan. 26, 1756
Jan. 27., 1756
Jan. 28, 1756
Jan. 29, 1756
Jan. 30, 1756
Jar,. 31, 1756
AF,r. 9, 1756
Apr. 10, 1756
A1--,r. 11, 1756
May 5, 1756
Jan. 24, 1756
Jan. 25, 1756
Jan. 26, 1756
Jan. 27, 1756
Jan. 28, 1756
Jan. 29, 1756
JaL. 30, 1756
Jan. 31, 1756
May 5, 1756
AI- r . 30 , 174 6

June 26, l 751

Feb. 19, 1756

June 26, 1751

*MacLean., Scotch Higblanc\.9I'..§ .i.D America l·xior .t.2. ~ tesce .Qf
1783., 47.

Appendix D
LIST OF FORCE FOR LOUISB0Uffi EXFEDITION 1758

Majox-General Jeffry Amherst, Commander-in-chief
Brigadier-General Edward Whitmore
Brigadier-General Charles Lawxence
Brigade Commanders
Brigadier-General James Wolfe

REGL'.ENTS
NO.

l

15
17
22
28
35

40
45
47
48

58
60*,

60*

78

hME

ti)

U)

U)

......
Q)
C
0

......

........

(,I)

0

U)

F-f

0
.....,

....,-

•r-f

(U

+'

I

U)

U)

+'

C

C

:::S IO

0\
•rl

0

......
+!U
l
l
l

l

1

0

8

17

0
0
0
0

l
l

l

7

9

8
8

0

5

0
l
l
l

12

16
17
15
16

5

7

r-i

P.

• 0

Royals
Amherst's
Forbest
Whitmore' s
Bragg's
Otway's
Hopson' s
Warburton's
Lascelle 's
Webb's
Anstruther's
2nd Monckton' s
3rd Lawrence's
Fraser's

1

0

l
l

0
0

Effective Total

4

11

0

l

0
0
0

1
l
l
l
l

;.i.

n,

1,_

u

l
l
l

7

0

l
l

Cll C
•.-f a,

II)

C

~+'

tLl

7

20
18
10

9
7
9

8

6

5
7
8

8

l

6
6
10

26
16
22

10

97

216

6
6

9
8

7
7

!]
:::s

ti
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
1
l
l

l
l

-

-l
-

l
1

-

(1)

I

F-f
Cl)

F-f

+' Q)
F-f +'
co (I)

6~
1
l
l

l
1
l
l
l
l
l
1

1
l

10

- l l

l

106

6 '3

14

7

..

(I)

C
0

a,

~
r~

1
l
l
l
l
l
l
1
l
l
l
l
l
l

14

C
0

+'

C:
IO

(I.)

(l)

C'l a,

C'l
F-f

F-f +'

~
2
2

c~

l
2
l
l
2

~
38
35
29
37
30

20

2
2

30
38
38
38
26
39
35
43

23

~76

l
2
2

l
2

......

(/J

•rl 1-L. ......

(I)

f\1

fi

o6

I

C:

r£:t

18
19
29
37
20

14
16
19
18
20

15

20
17
22

258

Total Rank & File
Office:rs & NCO' S
TOTAL

854

763
660
910
627
566

550
864
857
932
615
925
814
1084
11021

I

Artillery
Rangers

+'
0
<C

,~

:::s

::,

267
~

768
11787
~
13142

-

Appendix E
Official ~epoxt of British Killed and
Wounded at Ticonderoga, July 8, 1758.*
Officers
Killed wounded

Regulars
27th
42nd
44th
46th
55th
60th
60th

Blakeney' s
Black Watch 7
Abercrombie' sl
Thomas Murray8
Lord Howe's 5
1st Battalion2
4th Battalion2
Light Infantxy
Rangers
Bateau men
Er1gineer

total Regulaxs

6
20

12
4
5

11
7

l

l

2

l

0

l
0

l

Rank

&

Killed~

-26 69

File
Total
141,ssing Wgypded

21

196
42
60

36
21
25

3
0
9

12
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

17

17
0

438

278

125
501

146

205

95

137

160
20

33

50

18

-

0

-

1049

l

14

0
0

2

27

221
169

120
86
126
15

120
38

l

1611

Provincials
Colonel Preble s'
Colonel Ruggle' s
Colonel Bagley' s
Colonel Williams'
hew York xegiment
New Jersey regiment
Colonel Babcock's
Colonel Fitch's
Colonel Wooster's
Colonel Faxtridge's

0

l
l

-2

-1

Total irovincials
Grand Total

8

18

34

87

0
0
2
0
2

1

0
1

5
0

7
0

l

4
4

0
4

l

4

*Kingsford, History of Canada, N, 173

26
10
18

0
0
2

10
13
57

46
48

27
2

17

17
89
60
70

0
3
0

15

~

-2

....2

li

79
517

8

35

221
1270

1945

4

3

5

14

19

334

Appendix F
Return of forces under General Abercrombie
on June 29, 1758, at Camp on Lake Geoxge*
Regulars
27th
42nd
44th
46th
55th
60th
60th
Gage's

Blakeney• s
Lord John M.J.rray's (Black Watch)
Abercrombie' s
Thomas Murray's
Lord Howe's
First Battalion Royal Americans
Fourth Battalion Royal Americans
Light Inf an try
Rangers

Massachusetts
lviassachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
Massachusetts
New York
hew Jersey
Connecticut

970

665

683

568
932
403

.2.2Q.
6,.405

Provincials
Colonel Ruggles
Colonel Doty
Colonel Puebles
Colonel Williams
Colonel Fartridge (Lt. Inf)
Colonel De Lancey

449
869
525
563
442

1. 715

922
475
5,960

Total

*Kingsford, History .Qf

664

1,000

Canada. IV, 158.

12.,365

Appendix G
Return of Forces under General John Forbes on the
Expedition to Fort Duquesne in 1758.*
Regulars
All Ranks

60th,
77th

1st Battalion Royal Americans
Mor.tgomery 's Highlanders

366
1.267
1,633

Frovincials

1st
2nd

3rd
4th
1st
2nd

3rd

The

Virginia Regiment
Virginia Regiment
horth Carolina Companies
Maryland Companies
Battalion, Pennsylvania
Battalion, Pennsylvania
Battalion, Pennsylvania
three lower counties (Delaware)

Total

*Kingsford, Histqry Q.f Canada, IV, 193.

782

702
141
270
755

666
771

2f2~

4,350

5,983

Appendix H
Return of Forces under Major-General Amherst
at Fort George, 20 June, 1759*
1st
17th

Battalion Royal American
(Lake Forbes}

42nd

Inniskilling s
Royal Highlanders

27th

Prideaux'
Montgomery's
Gage's Light Infantry
Rangers

53rd
87th

974

734
744
1,023
728
960
534
724

Artillery

...l.1.2

6,537
Frovincial s

1,202
991

Massachusetts
New Jersey
Connecticut:

Lyman's

661
736

Whiting's
Fitch's
Bab co ck' s

636

~

4,839
Total

*Kingsford,

History

.Qi

Canada, IV,

331.

11,376

Appendix I
Embarkation Retuxn of Wolfe's Forces at
Louisbourg, June, 1759
Regiment

15th
28th
35th

~

Offices _ J'.COi

Amherst's
Bragg's

Otway's
Kennedy's
47th
Lascelles'
48th
Wolfe's
58th
Ar.struther's
60th
2nd Battalion
78th
Fraser Highlanders
3 Companies Louisbourg
Grenadiers
43rd

Rangers, Capt. Gorham

Capt.
Capt.
Capt.
Capt.

Stark
Brewer
Hazzans
Rogers

Royal Artillery,
Capt. Williams

34
26
36
29

36
27
40

36
36

40
39
28

~

1 .u.lJl.

524
538

TotaJ,

594
591
899
715
679

34

823
656
603
777
561
520

50

51

1,168

1,269

13

13

300

326

7
3
3
3

5
4

85
88

4

78
82
104

95
95
85
89
112

27
27

4

l.2

384

31)

4
4

18

416

.w.

7,740

852

616
581

.m

8,535

Apf.iendix J

Official Report of British Losses at the
Battle on the Ilains of J,lliraha, Sept. 13, 1759*
Killed
Officers (Wolfe)
Royal Artillery
Caf,tains
Lieutenants
Er,signs

l
1
6

1
_L
9

Sergeants
Rank and File

3
~

48

58 Killed

Wounded
Staff
Captains
Lieutenants
Ensigns

6
13

26
l.Q.

49

Sexgeants
D:rummexs
Rank and File
Artillery

25
4

506

535,

7

Total killed and wounded

*Kingsford, History .Q.f Canada, IV, 280.

fil Wounded
655

Appendix K
Returr. of Forces before Battle of Ste. Foye
{or Sillery). 28 April, 1760*

Office;r;s 1,go• s flanJs

fiea;i.ment
15th
28th
35th
43rd

Amherst's
Townshend's
Otway's
Kennedy's
47th
Lascelles'
48th
Webb's
58th
Anstruther's
60th
2nd Bn. M.u:rray' s
60th
3rd Bn. Lawrence's
78th
Fraser's
Light Infantry
Rangers
Capt. Hay

25
16
24
19
19
23
16
20
21

37

32
23

191

236

2.9

232
37Ct

284
453

38

258

326

405
84
3.737

339
---1],

365

3,111
108

-373
8

271

343
214
313
373

264
307
277

~

_.u

Royal Artillery
Total

320

169

44

28

Io:tsl
386

274
285

43

....2

File

325

29
32
25
30

36

&

122

3,866

3.219

Return of Killed and Wounded on At:,ril 29, 1780
Killed

Office.:s !'~CO' s
Amhe.rst's
Bragg's
Otway's
Kennedy's
Lascelles'
Webb's
Aristruther' s
Monckton• s
Lawrence's
Fraser's
Light
Infantry
Rangers
Engineers &
Artillery

*Kingsford,

Wounded

Bank

&

File

Qfficers

l\iCO' s

Ran!<;

&

1
0

4

23

l

14

12
10

0

0

0
l
0

21

0

5

3
2
8

4

0

l

24

9

l
l
l

8

0
2
9

0
3
0
0

18
43
66
46
10
32

0

0
1
0
0
0

4

Histg.y

10

l

2

10

9
7
4

0

84

100
45

4

61

26

10

121

8
0

78
2

l
0

8
0

124

Q
21

_Q

-2

_Q

258

....u.
709

.Q.f.

~anaga, r.v,

87

270.

45

9

File

Appendix L
Embarkation Return of Forces under Major-General
Amherst at Fort Ontario, 9th August, 1760*
Rank

Offices File
42nd
42nd

44th
46th

55th
60th
77th
80th

Royal Axtiller{
1st Battalion Royal Highlandexs)
2nd Battalion (Black Watch)
Abercrombie' s
Murray's
Oughton's
4th Battalion (Royal
Americans
Montgomery's
Gage's
Grenadiers
Light Infantry
Rangers

&

Total

13
30

124
462

137

29
27
25
23

391
599
499
505

420
626
524
528

31
33
21
24
24

439

470

7

506

454
568
568
~

492

539
475
592
592

-1..2.l.

287

5,299

5,586

25
30

471
567
458

597

P:rovincial s

hew York, LeRous
l\jew York, Corsa
New York, Woodhull
~ew Jersey, Schuyler's
CQnnecticut, Lyman
Cornecticut, Whiting
Connecticut, Wooster
Connecticut, Fitch

27
26

44

496
594

45
45

549
538

~

287

Grand Total
Two Armed Snows :
Onondaga
Mohawk

212

4,192

496
485
522

638
594
583
564
4,,479

10,065

100
....2.Q

Indians.

*Kingsford, Histo;y .Qf. Can§d§, DI, 384.

190
70~

10,961

Appendix M
Officers of the 78th Regiment
or Fraser's Highlanders*
.ABERCROMBIE, James, was a captain in the 42nd Regiment in
1756. and in.1759 was appointed aide-de-Calli) of General
Amherst. He was transferred to the 78th Regiment. and
gazetted a major on July 25, 1760. He retired on halfpay in 1763; in 1770 he was appointed to conunand the
22nd Regiment; and he was killed at the battle of Bunker's
Hill on June 17, 1775.

BAILLIE, Charles, was gazetted a captain in the 78th on January 10, 1757. He was killed in the landing of the British at Louisbou:rg on June 8, 1758.
BAILLIE, David. was gazetted a lieutenant on July 26, 1757,
and retired on half-pay in 1763.
BURNETT, Charles. was gazetted an ensign on May 8, 1760., and

retired on half-pay as an ensign in 1763.

CAMERON, Alexander of Dungallon was g.izetted a captain in
the 78th on July 21, 1757. On S6ptember 3, 1759. he
died of a fever, and he was buried at Levis on Sep~ember
4; later his body was removed and reinterred at Quebec,
and a monument to his memory was erected by John Nairne
and Malcolm Fraser. who were officers of his company.
CAM:RON, Donald, was gazetted a lieutenant in the 78th on
September 30. 1758; he was wounded at Ste. Foy, and retired on half~pay in 1763. Major-General Stewart says
he died a lieutenant on half-pay in 1817.
CMERON, Duncan, was gazetted an ensign in the 78th on September 25, 1759, and was wounded at Ste. Foy. He does not

appeax in the list of officers on half-pay after 1763.

CANEROh, Evan, was gazetted an ensign on January 5, 1757, and
a lieutenant on June 9, 1758. He was wounded at the attack
on the Beauport shore and retired on half-pay in 1763.
CNAERON, Hugh, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 12., 1757.,
and a captain on September 25, 1759. He was re~orted
wounded in Wolfe's dispatch of September 2, 1759; but
recovered from his wounds, and retired on half-pay in 1763.
*Extracted from w. s. Wallace, "Some l,;otes on Fraser's Highlanders., ",Scot:tish W,storical Reyiew, XVIII1 No. 2 (June, 1937},
131-46. and Worthington c. Ford, B;ttish Officexs Serying .i.n....
America, 17~4-1774 (New York, 1894.

M (2)

CAMPBELL, Alexander, ( I) of .Axos, was gazetted a lieutenant
on May 7, 1757, and a cartain on October 5, 1760. He
was wounded at Louisbourg and at the Plains of .Abraham;
and he was taken prisoner at Ste. Foy. He reti:red on
half-pay in 1763; and he must have died before 1773.
CAMPBELL, Alexander (II), was gazetted an ensign on July 23,
1760, and xetired on half-pay in 1763.
CJ\MPBELL, Archibald, was gazetted a lieutenant on January
23, 1757, and a captain on AJ..,ril 29, 1759; and he was
wounded both at the Plains of Abraham and at Ste. Foy.
He died in Scotland in 1780.
CAMPBELL, John (I), of Dunoon, and later of Barbreck,. was
iazetted a major of the 78th on January 6, 1757, but
'never joyned" the regiment. He was afterwards commandant of the Argyll Highlanders of Germany.
C.M~BELL, John (II), of Baltimore was gazetted a captain on
January 9, 1757, and was promoted to be major on October
5, 1760. He was wounded at Ste. Foy; and he retired on
half-pay in 1763.
CAlv\PBELL, John (III), was gazetted a lieutenant on December
13, 1759. General Stewart lists him as an ensign in
1757; but he does not so appear in the krmy lists. He
was on the strength of the regiment in 1761; but he does
not appear as dxawing half-pay after 1763.
CHISHOLtvl, John, was gazetted an ensign on January 17, 1757,
and was pxomoted to be lieutenant on September 4, 1758.
He was wounded at Ste. Foy, and in 1763 he retired on
half-pay.
CLEPHANE, James, on January 4, 1757, was gazetted a major
in the 78th or Fraser's Highlanders. He was p:resent at
the capture of Louisbourg in September, 1758, but was
"left sick at hew York" and did not accompany the regiment on the expedition to Quebec. By 1761 he appears to h
have been struck off the strength.
CUTHBERT, John, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 18, 1757,
and was killed at Louisbourg on June 8, 1758.

OOlGLAS, John, was gazetted a lieutenant on June 18. 1757.
He was wounded at the Plains of Abraham, and the monthly
retitrn of October 24, 1759, describes him as "gone to
the continent for recovery of his wounds." Nial colm
F.r,ac;er says in his Journal that he "died of his wound
soon afterwards • 0

M (3)

FRASER, Alexander (I), of CUlduthel, commanded a fourteenth
company of the 78th, which arrived before Quebec on Sept-

ember 4• 1759.

He was gazetted a captain on September l~.

1758. He was wounded at the bettle of Ste. Foy, returned
to ::.3coUand. and died at Beaulieside, near Inverness. on
t·,ovember 17. 1778.

FRASER, Alexander (II), was gazetted a lieutenant on February
12, 1757. He was wounded at the Plains of Abraham and
at Ste. Foy, but recovered, and in the Arrrry list of 1761
he appears a1 the second senior lieutenant in the regiment.
FRASER, Alexander (III), was gazetted a lieutenant on July 22,
1757. and appears as the fifth senior lieutenant in the
Army list for 1761. He was wounded at Ste. For• and was
usually known as ttLieut. Alexander Fraser, jun or, u to

distir~uish him {»om Alexander Fraser (IIJ.

FRASER, Alexander (IV), was gazetted an ensign on January 15,
1757, and a lieutenar.t OJl- Se},,:tembex 27, l 758. He was
wounded at Ste. Foy, but was still on the strength of
of the regiment in 1763, when he retired on half-pay. He

would appear to be the Lieutenant Alexander FraGer who re•

mained in Canada, who acquired the s1egniory of La Martiniere
of Beauchamp in 1763, the seigniory of Vitre or Montapeine
in 1775, and the seigniory of St. Gilles or Beaurivage in
1782; who served as a captain in the 84th Regiment ( Royal
Highland Emigrants) du.ring the early year• of the American
Revolutionary Warf ar.d who died at St. Charles, Lower

Canada, on April 19, 1822, aged about Seventy years.

FRASER, Alexandex (V), was gazetted an ensign on December 13,
1759, and was :retired on half-pay as an ensign in 1763.
FRASER, Alexander (VI), was gazetted an ensign on October 4,
1760, and was retired on half-pay in 1763.

FRASER, Archibald of 0Jlbok1e and Guisachan, was the ninth
son of William Fraser of Culbokie, and a younger brother
of John Fraser (II). He was gazetted an ensign on At-':r:il
7, 1760, but was promoted to be a lieutenant before he

was retired on half-pay in 1763.

He

was subsequently

a major in the Glengaxry Fencibles served in Ireland
during the rebellion of 1798, and died at Guisachan,
Invernesshire, unmarxied.

M (4)

FRASERt Hugh (I), probably of the Foyers family, was gazetted
adjutant of the 78th on January 12, 1757, and continued
as adjutant until shortly before the regiment was disbanded, when he was promoted to a captaincy.

FRASER, Hugh (II), probably of the Foyers family, was probably
gazetted an ensign in 1758, since he appears in MajorGeneral Stewart's list of officers, but not in the Army
list for 1757. He was promoted to be a lieutenant on
April 29, 1760, and he retired on half-pay in 1763.
FRASER, James (I}, was gazetted quartermaster on January 12,
1757, but seems to have been succeeded by another quartermaster, John Fraser, on SeE,,tember 27, 1758, and he by
George Gordon in 1760. In the half-pay list of 1764, however, the quartermaster is described as "J. Fraser."
FRASER, James {II), of Belladrum, was gazetted a lieutenant
on Janua:ry 4, 1757, and a captain shortly afterwards.
He was wounded at the Plains·of Abraham, and the monthly
return of October 24, 1759, shows him as gone "to continent for recovery of his wounds."
FRASER, John (I), was gazetted a lieutenant on January 24,
1757, and a caf,tain on April 15, 1760. He retired in
1763 on half-pay.
FRASER, John (II), of Culbokie, was gazetted a lieutenant on
January 30, 1757, and was promoted to be a captain about
1761. In 1763 he was appointed paymaster of the troops
in Montreal; and in 1764 he was made a judge of the court
of common pleas at Montreal. In 1775 he be came a member
of the legislative council of Quebec, and in 1792 a member
of the 1 eg isl ati ve council of Lower Canada. He died in
December, 1795.
FRASER, John (III), of Errogie, was gazetted an ensign on
January 19, 1757; and was promoted a lieutenant on April
22, 1759. He retired on half-pay in 1763. He was the
nephew of General Simon Fraser, who was killed at the
battle of Saratoga.
FRASER, John (IV), was gazetted quartermaster on September 27,
1758, and was succeeded by George Gordon on April 15, 1760.
FRASER, John ( V), must have been gazetted an ensign after 1761,
for "Ensign John Fraser" ( according to the Fraser papers
in the Canadian Archieves) died at lvllrray Bay on June 22,
1774.

Iv1 ( 5)

FRASER, Malcolm (IL was gazetted an ensign on July 18, 1757,
and a lieutenant on September 25, 1758. He was wounded
at the f lains of Abraham and at Ste. Foy. He retired on
half-pay in 1763, and settled at Murray Bay. Here he
died on July 17, 1815.
FRASER, Malcolm (II), was gazetted an ensign on June 18, 1758,
and died of wourids :received at Ste. Foy.
FRASER, lvialcolm (III), was gazetted an ensign on July 9, 1760,
and retired on half-pay in 1763.
FRASER, Simon {I), eldest son of the thirteenth Lord Lovat,
was gazetted lieutenant-colonel commandant of the 78th
on January 5, 1757. He was wounded at the attack on the
Beauport shore, and was not in command of his re,giment at
the battle of the Plains. He was fresent at Ste. Foy,
however, and was here wounded a second time. He retired
on half-pay in 1763; but in 1775 he raised and commanded
the 71 st Regiment, of which he be came the colonel. He
died in London on February 8, 1782, having xeached the
rank of lieutenant general in the British army.
FRASER, Simon {II).. of Inverallo chy, was gazetted a captain
on January 11, 1757. He was wounded at the Plains of
Abraham, and died soon after, on October 15, 1759, unmarried.
FRASER, Simon (III), was gazetted a lieutenant on January 8,
1757, captain-lieutenant on September 27, 1758, and
captain on April 22, 1759. He was wounded at Ste. Foy
on April 28, 1760; and in 1763 he retired on half pay.
In 1775 he raised and commanded a company in the 71st
Regiment; and he became major in this regiment, with
which he served in America from 1778 to 1781. In 1793
he raised another Highland .regiment, the 133rd Foot.
He be came a major-general in 1:795, a lieutenant-general
in 1802, and for a time second-in-command of the forces
in Scotland. He died in Scotland on h~rch 21, 1813.
FRASER, Simon (IV), of Balnain .. was gazetted a lieutenant on
February 8, 1757. He had been an officer in the Scots
Brigade in Holland, and had been wour,ded at Be:rgen-opZoom. It is said that it was he who answe.red in French
the challenge of the sentry the night before the battle
of the Flains, and made him believe that the Highlanders
were the Regiment de la Reine. He was known as "Lieut
Simon Fraser, junior," to distinguish him from Fraser
(III). He became a b.rigadier-general and died on October
8, 1777, from wounds received when in command of the right
wing of Burgoyne's army at the battle of Sa.ratog a.

M (6)

FRASER, Simon (V), was gazetted an ensign on January 9, 1757,
and a lieutenant on June 10, 1758. He does not appear in
Army list for 1761.
FRASER, Simon (VI), was gazetted an ensign on January 9, 1757,
and a lieutenant on September 25, 1750. He does not appear
in the Army list for 1761.

FRASER, Thomas, of Struy, was gazetted a captain on January
16, 1757, but his name disappears in subsequent lists,
and there is no evidence that he proceeded with the regiment on active service.
GILCHHIST, Alexander, was gazetted an ensign on September 25,
l 759, and a lieutenant on October 4, 1760. He retired on
half-pay in 1763.

GORDON, Cosmo, was gazetted a lieutenant on July 24, 1757.
He was killed at Ste. Foy on Af;ril 28, 1760, when in
command of the light infantry company.
GORDON, George was gazetted quartermaster on April 15, 1760.
GREGORSON. Alexander of Ardtornish, was gazetted an ensign

on June 10, 1758, and was promoted lieutenant on A~ril
29, 1760. He was wounded at the Plains of Abraham and
at Ste. Foy he was slightly wounded and was taken prisoner.
His narrow escape from death at the hands of the Indiana
is described in the Journal of Malcolm Fraser (q.v.). In
1763 he retired on half-pay •

.HENDERSON, James was gazetted an ensign on July 23, 1758, and
a lieutenant on .May 8, 1760. He retired on half pay in

1763.

hCALISTER, Archibald, of the family of Loup, was gazetted an
ensign on January 13, 1757, and a lieutenant on July 23,

1758. He was wounded at Ste. Foy; and he retired on
half pay in 1763.

lvCBEAN, Donald, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 28, 1757,
was promoted to be captain-lieutenant on April 27, 1760,
and retired on half-pay with the rank of captain-lieutenant
in 1763. He was wounded at Ste. Foy.
lvC CULLOCH, Kenneth, was gazetted an ensign on July 9, 1760.

He was still carried on the strength in 1761, but does

not appear in the half-pay list after 1763.
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M.ACOOhELL, Alexander. with his fathex and elder brother, was
"out in the '45' "; and his brother was still in prison
in 1757. He was gazetted a lieutenant in the 78th on
February 2. 1757; and he was killed at the battle of
the Plains of Abraham on September 13, 1759 •
.MACDONELL, Charles of Glengarry, was gazetted a lieutenant on
January 19, 1757, and a Captain on December 13, 1759. He
was wounded at Ste. Foy, and was killed at St. John's
t-,ewfouridland, in 1762.
MPCDOt~ELL, Donald, was an officer in the French army before

1745 but he took part in the rebellion, and served as a
captain in the army of f'rince Charlie. He was imprisoned,
but afterwards liberated; and on January 12, 1757, he was
gazetted a captain in the 78th. He seems to have been an
exceptionally able off i ce.r; and was on seYeral occasions
singled out by Wolfe and Murray fox special duties. He
was killed at Ste. Foy in 1760.

MACDONELL, He ctox, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 27,

1757, was wounded in the attack on the Beaupo:rt shore,.
and died from wounds received at Ste. Foy in 1760.

MACOOI.ELL, John (I), had been an officer in the French Royal,

Scots, and had been promoted captain:: in 1756, but he was
gazetted a captain in the 78th on January 13, 1757. He
was wounded at the Plair..s of Abraham and the monthly return fo:r October, 1759, desc.ribes him as having gone "to
continent for re co very of his wounds." He was carried
on the strength, howeve.r, and in 1763 he retired on halfpay. When the 71st Regiment was raised in 1775, he was
gazetted a major in the first battalion; and in 1777 he
was gazetted lieutenant-colonel commandant of the 76th
Regiment. He rose to the .rank of lieutenant-gene:ral in
the a:rmy; and he died at London in Octobe:r, 1790, unmarried.

NiACOONELL, John (II), of Leek was gazetted a lieutenant on

July 23, 1757, and wa~ wounded at Louisbourg. He was
still carried on strength in 1761, but does not appear
in the half-pay lists after 1763. He is said to have
commanded a Vetexan Corps in Newfoundland, and he died
at Berwick in 1813, while a captain of invalids.

lviACOONELL, Ranald, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 14.,

1757, and a captain on Octobex 17, 1759. He was wounded
through the knee at the Plains of Abraham; and the monthly
.return of October 24, 1759, describes him as having gone
"to continent for xecovery of his wounds 11 • He retired on
half-pay in 1763, but later became a major in the 74th
Regiment. He died at Keppoch in 1788.
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I-..1ACOONELL, William., was a younger brother of Captain Donald

MacDonnel ( q. v.), and was gazetted a lieutenant on January 20., 1757. The monthly return of hovember 1759, lists
him as having gone "to continent for recovery".
MACKEt-iZIE, James. was gazetted an ensign on May 7, 1757, and

a lieutenant on Sef,-tembex 25, 1758. He was wounded slightly
at the Plains of Abxaham; and he retired on half-pay in 1763.
lvCLEAi~, John, was gazetted the regimental surgeon on January
12, l 757, and he continued as such until his xetirement

on half-pay in 1763.

NCLEOD, Alexander, was gazetted a lieutenant on January 11,
1757,, and a captain on Sef,tembe.:r 4, 1759. He was wounded
at Ste. Foy, and he retired on half-pay in 1763.
l'ICLEOD, 1,,orman,, was gazetted an ensign on July 24, 1760, and

retired on half-pay in 1763 •
.lvCI\EILL, Donald, was gazetted an ensign on July 20, 1757,, and
a lieutenant on October l 7, 1758. He was wounded at

Ste. Foy, and is in the Army list for 1761,, but does not
ap~ear in the list of half-pay officers after 1763.

lvOChEILL, Roderick, of Barra, was gazetted a lieutenant on
January 20, 1757,, and was killed at the Plains of Abraham
on September 13., 1759. He was the eldest son of the chief

of the clan Macneil, also named Roderick, on whose island
of Barra Bonnie Prince Charlie landed in 1745.
I
MACPHERSON, John (I)., was a younger brother of the Cluny Macpherson who headed the Macpherson clan in the rebellion
of 1745. He was gazetted a captain on January 5, 1757;
and he was wounded in the thigh below Beaumont, opposite
Quebec, on July 26, 1759. His name appears in the Army
list for 1760, but not for 1761.
M..ACPHERSON, John (II),, was gazetted an ensign on October 5.,
1760, and retired on half-pay in 1763.
MACPHERSOh, Lachlan, was gazetted a lieutenant on July 9,

1760,, and retired on half-pay in 1763.
MACPHERSON, Malcolm, was gazetted an ensign on September 4,
1759; but the monthly return of October 24, 1759, describes
him as "gone to Scotland by Gen. Monckton's leaveu.
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NCQUEEl~, James was gazetted an ensign on Apxil 29, 1760,
and retired on half-pay in 1763.

li'CTAVISH, John, does not appear in the Army lists, but the
monthly return of October 24, 1759, shows him as a lieutenant "left at Loui sbourg with the si ck' 1 .. and he appears
as the senior lieutenant of the battalion in the list of
officers on half-pay after 1763.
lv'El',ZIES, Robert, was gazetted an ensign on September 15, 1758,
and a lieutenant on August 23, 1760. He was wounded at
Ste. Foy, and he retired on half-pay in 1763. He would

appear to be the Robert Menzies who was later a major in
the 84th Regiment ( Royal Highland Emigrants), and was
killed in Boston harbour in 1776.
MU,RO, Henry, was gazetted an ensign on July 23, 1757, and

a lieutenant on December 12., 1759. He was wounded at
Ste. Foy; and he was retired on half-pay in 1763.
MURRAY, James. was gazetted a lieutenant on September 15,
1758, and was retired on half-pay as a lieutenant in
1763.
l'.'1URRAY, John, the son of Glencarnock, was gazetted a lieutenant

on February 6 1 1757. and was killed at Louisbourg.
hAIRl...JE, John, was gazetted a lieutenant on July 16, 1757, and
was wounded at Ste. Foy. He was promoted captain in 1762,
and retired on half-pay in 1763. He had formerly been an
officer in the Scots Brigade in Holland. In 1761 he purchased from General Murray the seigniorty of Nurray Bay;
and he spent the rest of his life in Canada. Duxing the
American Revolutionary War, he was a major in the 84th
Regiment ( Roial Highland Emigrants). He died at Quebec
on July 14, 802.

ROBERTSOb, William, was gazetted an ensign on October 17,
1759, and a lieutenant on October 5, 1760. He was wounded
at Ste. Foy. Though his name appears in the krmy list for
1761, it does not appear in the list of half-pay officers
after 1763.
ROSE, Arthur, of Kilravock, was gazetted a lieutenant on
July 17, 1757, was wounded at Ste. Foy, and retired on
half-1-,ay in 1763. He had been a lieutenant in the Scots
Brigade in Holland, but obtained a lieutenancy in the
78th through the influence of Major Clephane, whose sister
had married Hugh Rose of Kilravock, Arthur Rose's nephew.
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ROSS, Thomas, of Culrossie, was gazetted a captain on July
23, 1757, and was killed at the Plains of Abraham on
September 13, 1759.
SETON, Sir Henry, Ba.rt,. of Aber corn and Culbeg, was gazetted

a captain on July 17,1757, but I can find no evidence
that he ever joined the regiment. His name is in the
~my list for 1759, but not in that for 1760.

SINCLAIR, Charles, was gazetted an ensign on July 23, 1760,
and retired on half-pay in 1763.
STEWART, Allan, was gazetted an ensign on January 7, 1757,
and a lieutenant on June 10, 1758; and he :retixed on
half-pay in 1763.
STEWART, Charles, was the son of Colonel John Roy Stewart,
the commandant of one of the regiments in Bonnie Prince
Charlie's army at Culloden. He himself had been present
at Culloden and had been wounded. He was gazetted an
ensign on September 25, 1759, and a lieutenant on July
23, 1760. He was wounded at Ste. Foy; and he retired
. on half-pay in 1763.
STEWART, Kenneth, was gazetted an ensign on April 29, 1760,
and retired on half-pay, in 1763.
WALKThSHAW, J. Craufurd, was gazetted captain-lieutenant on
January 5, 1757, and captain on June 9, 1758. The monthly
return of October 24, 1759, describes him as gone 11 to
continent for re covary of his heal th". He does not appear
in the list of half-pay officers after 1763.
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